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Abstract 
 

This report contains a background description for a new proposal for a Swedish 

performance-based design guide for fire safety in road tunnels.  The proposal 

includes prescriptive requirements, performance-based requirements, and deemed-to-

satisfy solutions.  The results are presented in an appendix consisting of the detailed 

text for six different fields of requirements.  The proposed design guide has been 

developed by the authors together with the advisory group established for this work.  

It presents a state-of-the-art model of how to create a hybrid prescriptive and 

performance-based design guide for road tunnels. 

 

Key words: tunnel fire safety, performance-based requirements, performance-based 

design, analytical design.   
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Preface  
The Swedish Transport Administration has expressed a desire to clarify and update 

the present regulations and application rules concerning fire safety in road tunnels.  

As part of this work, Bernt Freiholtz, the Administration‟s tunnel expert, initiated a 

feasibility study to investigate ways of applying a more performance-based approach 

to safety in the design of tunnels.  The study, which was published as SP Report 

2009:51, defines the current status of knowledge and research and identifies the need 

for additional research.  The work presented in this report follows the proposals set 

out in the SP report concerning the need for guidance for fire safety design of road 

tunnels.  The starting point for designing fire safety performance is to show that any 

proposed tunnel meets the five main requirements set out in the Planning and 

Building Regulations.   

 

A reference group was appointed to help the work to be carried out efficiently, and 

participated actively in production of the report.  The members of the group were:   

 

Bernt Freiholtz Swedish Transport Administration  

Ulf Lundström Swedish Transport Administration  

Harald Buvik Norwegian Public Roads Administration  

Johan Lundin WSP 

Bo Wahlström Faveo  

Henric Modig Faveo 

Johan Häggström Brandskyddslaget 

Sören Lundström Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency  

Suzanne De Laval Arkitekturanalys 

Andreas Johansson Göteborg Fire and Rescue Services 

Jonas Andersson Stockholm City Council  

Maria Marton Swedish Transport Agency 

Anders Johansson National Housing Board 

 

The authors proffer their sincere thanks to the members of the reference group for 

their contributions to the work.   
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1 Introduction  
More tunnels are being built, both in Sweden and internationally.  The overarching 

objective of Sweden‟s transport policy is to provide a nationally efficient and long-

term sustainable transport system for the public and for business throughout the 

country.  The key words are availability, sustainability, environment, safety and 

health. 

 

The feasibility study with which this project started provided the basis for why and 

how new guidance was needed for Sweden, and how it could be drawn up (Ingason 

et al., 2009).  The Swedish Transport Administration feels that present-day 

regulations and recommendations can be experienced as unnecessarily rigid.  

Performance-based guidance would open the way to designs based on risk analysis, 

while permitting alternative designs.  Too much attention is concentrated today on 

the consequences of a fire, but little on measures intended to reduce the frequency of 

fires.  This is often due to the designers starting from a previously decided design 

scenario which is not based on the accident statistics of the tunnel (i.e. on 

probability). 

 

Analytical design is increasingly being used in many different applications, such as 

the construction industry.  The driving force behind this introduction aims to provide 

architects and engineers with freer hands to find better solutions.  Analytical design 

is also a means of realising new solutions in response to changes in society‟s 

requirements, such as stricter environmental requirements rendering old rule-of-

thumb design solutions unacceptable, thus presenting new challenges to verification 

of their safety.  Using analytical design requires clear and verifiable performance-

based requirements.  However, it is by no means a miracle solution:  shortcomings or 

weaknesses such as the employment of non-verified practices, inadequate 

consideration of uncertainties and poor documentation have all been identified 

(Lundin, 2001).  Experience shows that it is important that the requirements are 

performance-based, clear and verifiable.  The purpose of this report is to formulate 

guidance with prescriptive requirements, performance-based requirements and 

acceptable solutions, and to propose recommendations for verification.  The 

proposed guidance will be referred to in this document as “guidance”, as it does not 

have any official status. 

 

1.1 Method 
On the whole, the proposed guidance for fire safety in tunnels will be similar to the 

structure of the National Board of Housing, Building and Planning‟s Building 

Regulations (BBR19, 2011).  A structure similar to that of the Building Regulations 

is regarded as appropriate, as it means that the design of tunnels is then similar to the 

methodology and methods of working of the construction sector as a whole.  In 

addition, the Building Regulations have recently been comprehensively updated in 

respect of how fire safety features in buildings should be verified. 

 

The guidance follows essentially the structure and requirements hierarchy that were 

developed by the Nordic Building Regulations Committee (NKB) at the beginning of 

the 1970s, and which are internationally referred to as the NKB model (IRCC, 2010):  

see Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 The NKB model of how guidelines can be structured. 

The model aimed at in this report, „Performance-based requirements and 

recommendations for fire safety in road tunnels (FKR-BV12)‟, will largely conform 

to the NKB model, somewhat more specifically shown in the structure of Figure 2.  

Verification will be performed either by analytical design or by prescriptive design.  

The objective indicates why FKR-BV12 has been produced.  The main requirements 

bring together guidance from various fields as needed in order to achieve the 

objective.  Each main requirement comprises prescriptive requirements, performance 

requirements and acceptable solutions. 

 

 
 
Figure 2  A schematic representation of the hierarchical structure of the guidance.  The peak of the 

hierarchy consists of a general objective, supported by a number of main requirements as needed in 

order to achieve the objective.  In turn, each main requirement is supported by defined prescriptive 

requirements and acceptable solutions.  All requirements must be fulfilled.  A choice must be made 

between verifying the design by means of analytical design against performance requirements, or by 

following given recommendations (deemed-to-satisfy solutions) and a prescriptive design procedure. 

 

1.2 Objectives, targets and limitations  
This report aims to explain the formulation of targets and requirements, together with 

verification of fire safety features in tunnels for tunnel users and third parties.  The 

proposed guidance strives to meet present-day regulatory requirements.  In some 

cases, various types of additional requirements have been introduced in order to 

increase the flexibility of design and to incorporate the results of the most recent 

research in the field, but the aim is that present-day regulations should be complied 

with while at the same time making the realisation of the whole more flexible and 

clear.  Fire safety during the construction period is not included.  The result is a 
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general fire safety guidance document for application to tunnels more than 100 m 

long.   

 

This report and the guidance relate only to the tunnel process in overall terms.  All 

aspects that indirectly affect fire safety requirements are included.  However, 

considerations and trade-offs against other regulations, targets and requirements (e.g. 

environmental requirements or the safety of fire and rescue personnel when dealing 

with particular incidents) are not covered.  The guidance specifies requirements 

concerned mainly with fire safety and, to some extent, with traffic safety, as in 

certain cases this is closely linked to the occurrence of fires.  The tunnel and all its 

safety functions are included, i.e.  including such elements as the operating 

organisation. 
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2 Fire safety requirements in road tunnels  
 

2.1 Safety  
Safety embraces physical systems, functional design, high reliability and availability, 

a design which supports tunnel users‟ feeling of safety, an organisation that ensures 

that all physical systems are maintained and that traffic management and incident 

management are continuously improved by means of exercises, procedures and clear 

allocation of responsibilities and duties.  Actions and responses should be applied at 

all phases of the safety work, as shown in Figure 3.  The design itself should be 

inherently safe, with potential risks being eliminated as far as possible by the features 

of construction.  As far as reasonably possible, the probability of equipment or 

system failures or accidents should be minimised.  The organisation should be able to 

manage foreseeable incidents and accidents, as well as being prepared to manage 

those that are less likely.  The consequences of an accident should be reduced as far 

as is reasonably possible.  It should be possible for rescue services personnel and the 

tunnel organisation to work together effectively to deal with such actions as 

extinguishing fires or the removal of obstacles.  It should be possible, after any 

incident, quickly to return the tunnel to service.  The tunnel organisation and the 

public services involved in dealing with actions and incidents should learn from 

accidents, incidents and exercises. 

 

 
Figure 3  The safety circle.  Good safety can be achieved by considering all the steps around the circle.  

According to PIARC, it is the early stages that are usually the most effective (PIARC, 2007, Gehandler 

et al., 2012). 

Safety is achieved and maintained, in other words, by continuous safety 

improvement work.  Using this guidance, for example, to show that some design or 

its realisation is sufficiently safe is not a guarantee for subsequent safety in operation.  

All stages of the entire design process are important if the design level of tunnel 

safety is to be achieved when the tunnel is opened, while continuous safety 

improvement work by the operating organisation is a guarantee of safety throughout 

the life of the tunnel. 
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2.2 The system  
It is most important that the entire Tunnel/Man/Vehicle system is safe.  The effect of 

the following aspects on the design of a tunnel should be included in the guidance: 

 Organisational and human aspects, such as the behaviour of persons in 

response to fire, maintenance and rescue actions.   

 Structural and technical aspects, such as fire resistance, ventilation and 

escape routes. 

 Vehicle aspects.  Simply the fact that vehicles drive through the tunnel must 

be properly considered in order to avoid accidents and incidents.  Vehicles 

play a part by their contribution of combustible materials and the risk of 

catching fire.  It would also be helpful if vehicles could, for example, be 

modified to minimise the risk of fire, but this is outside the remit of the 

project. 

 

2.3 Basic conditions  
There are many regulations that affect the construction of a tunnel.  An internal 

investigation carried out by the Förbifart Stockholm [Stockholm Bypass] consortium 

(Lundin and Langéen, 2011), concerning risk management in a larger tunnel project, 

identified the following regulations: 

 The Highways Act 

 The Environmental Framework Code 

 The Planning and Building Act  

 The Act Concerning Technical Properties of Structures 
1
 

 The Safety in Tunnels Act 

 The Transport of Hazardous Goods Act 

 The Act Concerning Accident Prevention 

 The Work Environment Act 

 The Emergency Management and Heightened Alert Ordinance 

 Internal regulations  

 

A limitation of this project concerning proposals for new tunnel fire safety guidance 

is that it considers only the fire safety aspects, which means that some of the above 

regulations are less relevant, while others concentrate specifically on safety in the 

event of fire.  The Highways Act, for example, is concerned first and foremost with 

the design of roads from the point of view of traffic safety.  The Work Environment 

Act covers the tunnel (in particular) during its construction, and the safety of fire and 

rescue services personnel when dealing with any incidents, which is outside the 

limits of this project, as the fire and rescue services are responsible for their 

personnel‟s safety.  The Environmental Framework Code is concerned with the effect 

of the tunnel on the environment.  In the event of an accident, effects on human 

health fall within the concept of environmental consideration.  The Code therefore 

impinges indirectly on fire safety, but does not make any explicit requirements in 

connection with a tunnel‟s fire safety.  Applying the Code documents aspects that 

arise from other regulations, such as personal safety, which of course also includes 

fire safety.  This means that the Code – or, more exactly, the environmental impact 

assessment – constitutes extensive documentation, but does not explicitly affect the 

content of a guidance document for fire safety.  However, in the other direction, the 

tunnel safety design guidance does affect the environmental impact assessment.   

 

In the introduction to its duties, the Swedish Transport Administration is instructed 

by Parliament to:   

                                                
1  This Act ceased to apply in May 2011.  Its physical properties requirements are nowadays 
covered by the Planning and Building Act.  
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“Ensure a publicly viable, efficient and long-term sustainable transport system for 

the Swedish public and business throughout the country: 

 The functional objective of transport policy:  availability. 

 The application objective of transport policy:  Safety, environment and 

health”, (The Swedish Transport Administration, 2011). 

 

In addition, there is a political decision that the number of fatalities and serious 

traffic accidents should trend towards zero, known as the Zero Vision. 

 

Public authorities and the government are both in agreement that the self-rescue 

principle must apply in tunnels (Kecklund et al., 2007, National Board of Housing, 

Building and Planning, 2005).  According to Kecklund et al. (2007, p. 30), the self-

rescue principle means that “...  wherever persons may be expected to be present, it 

must be possible for them to rescue themselves from a dangerous situation.” In the 

case of road tunnels, this means that “...  in the event of an evacuation, persons in the 

tunnel must be able to evacuate from the tunnel with the assistance of the signs and 

equipment in the tunnel”.  

 

The Planning and Building Act has this to say on fire:  4 § (2010:900):   

“A building or structure must possess the necessary physical properties that 

are important concerning […]safety in the event of fire, [...] safety in normal 

use”. 

 

The Planning and Building Regulation states:  8 § (2011:338):   

“[…] a building or structure must be designed and constructed in such a way 

as to ensure that:   

1. in the event of a fire, the building’s or structure’s load-carrying capacity can 

be assumed to be maintained for a defined length of time, 

2. the growth and spread of fire and smoke within the structure shall be 

restricted,  

3. the spread of fire to nearby structures shall be restricted, 

4. persons in the building or structure when a fire occurs can escape from it or 

be rescued in some other manner, and 

5. consideration has been given to the safety of rescue personnel in the event of 

a fire.” 

 

At first glance, it may seem as if preventing the occurrence of fire is not covered by 

the five “main requirements”.  However, analysing the working document when 

preparing the requirements shows that the word “development” has included the 

prevention of occurrence of fire.   

 

The Act and Ordinance Concerning Safety in Road Tunnels (SFS, 2006:418, SFS, 

2006:421), together with a regulation (BVT1, 2007:11), concern the safety of persons 

in new road tunnels longer than 500 m.  However, they consist primarily of 

administrative and organisational requirements, with a few technical detail 

requirements. 

 

Some of the above requirements tend to set specified performance requirements, 

while others concentrate more on requirements and targets.  The zero vision, for 

example, is a target that cannot reasonably be formulated as a requirement, but which 

instead is used to provide a target for other requirements.  It says nothing about how 

systems should be designed, but merely what safety levels should be aimed at.  On 

the other hand, the self-rescue principle, for example, expresses a specific function 
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that the tunnel must provide.  The most important requirements for fire safety in 

tunnels are taken from: 

 the five main requirements in the Planning and Building Regulation (PBF, 

2011:338), 

 the Act and Regulation Concerning Safety in Road Tunnels (SFS, 2006:418) 

and Regulation (SFS, 2006:421), 

 The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning‟s Regulations 

Concerning Safety in Road Tunnels (BVT1, 2007:11), 

 The Act Concerning Accident Prevention (LSO, 2003:778), 

 Emergency Management and Heightened Alert Ordinance (SFS, 2006:942)  

 Regulations and Advice Concerning Systematic Fire Protection (SRVFS, 

2003:10, SRVFS, 2004:3). 

 

The guidelines for setting targets are given primarily by: 

 The Swedish Transport Administration‟s targets concerning availability, 

safety, health and environment (The Swedish Transport Administration, 

2011), 

 existing safety in today‟s tunnels and experience from today‟s and earlier 

tunnels and tunnel standards,  

 the four principles of risk evaluation:  likelihood, proportionality, distribution 

and avoidance of catastrophes (Davidsson et al., 2003), 

 the Zero Vision of no fatalities or serious injuries as a result of traffic 

accidents (Mattson, 2000). 

 

Today, the Swedish Transport Agency has the authority to publish regulations for 

tunnels in accordance with the powers vested in it by the Act Concerning Safety in 

Road Tunnels.  It has not, as yet, issued any new regulations.  Applicable regulations 

are therefore those issued by the National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 

in 2007, which provide the basis for the report.  However, the proposal for 

regulations to be issued by the Agency is at present (2012) out on circulation for 

consultation.   
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3 Verification 
This section describes how the specified requirement structure, and tunnel safety as a 

whole, should be verified, particularly from the starting point of the regulatory 

structure and practice as applied today 

 

3.1 Mandatory verification  
(SFS, 2006:418) provides an option for alternative design that can be verified by 

means of a risk analysis.  (SFS 2006:421) also specifies the target of being able to 

guarantee the safety of handicapped persons, and that safety should include the 

effects of the tunnel‟s surroundings and the character of traffic.  (BVT1, 2007:11) 

states that a risk analysis must be performed if a tunnel possesses particular design 

features in respect of many parameters such as the length of the tunnel, its cross-

sectional geometry, traffic flow, linear geometry etc.  BVT includes the words “risk 

analysis” no less than thirteen times, with risk analysis also being required for 

hazardous goods, type of ventilation, the stationing of rescue services at each end of 

the tunnel and steep slopes.  Documentation verifying the final design details must be 

available. 

 

3.2 Verification in accordance with the Swedish 

Transport Administration’s standards  
The Tunnel 11 and Tunnel 2004 documents have no legal status, apart from the fact 

that BVT sometimes refers to specific sections of Tunnel 2004.  However, they do 

embody the experience acquired by the Swedish Transport Administration in respect 

of specifying requirements for, and verifying the safety of, tunnels ordered by the 

Administration.  These two guidelines therefore contain important experience that 

can be included in a future guidance document. 

 

Tunnel 11 (TRVK, 2011) specifies fire curves (temperature/time) that the main load-

bearing system must be able to withstand.  As far as evacuation is concerned, the 

report says that it must be possible for all persons in the tunnel to escape before 

critical conditions arise.  Of these critical conditions, all except toxic gases are 

specified in (TRVR, 2011):  no specific fire conditions are defined for evacuation 

verification. 

 

The Swedish Transport Administration‟s TRVK (2011) regulations state that a safety 

concept must be developed.  Such a concept consists of a description of technical, 

organisational and administrative measures intended to reduce the probability and 

consequences of accidents to a level that is acceptable for the object.  This should be 

seen as an overall document which presents the tunnel‟s strategy for operating in a 

safe manner, and which should include technical, organisational and administrative 

aspects as well as the overall principles of how safety should be maintained in 

normal service and in the event of a fire.  The end result is that the resulting 

documentation is similar to the fire protection documentation. 

 

Section 3.3 of Tunnel 2004 describes several accident and incident loads which the 

tunnel must be capable of withstanding. 

 

Tunnel 2004 and Tunnel 11 define three classes of tunnels (TA, TB and TC) which 

prescriptively determine much of the safety equipment.  (Note that these classes can 

also be used for specifying the requirements for analytical design.) 

 

In general, it can be said that verification was previously applied to prescriptive 

rules, with the addition that risk analyses must be performed.  A risk analysis can 
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sometimes be used in order to depart from a requirement, although at other times its 

purpose is less clear. 

 

3.3 Acceptable safety and verification  
All conditions must be fulfilled if a tunnel is to be safe.  In many cases, these 

requirements are often derived directly from legal requirements or regulations.  

Provided that prescriptive requirements are fulfilled, acceptable safety can then be 

shown either by applying acceptable solutions or by using analytical design to show 

that the specified performance requirements (or equivalent) are fulfilled.  The 

Building Regulations use a similar structure for verifying fire safety in buildings 

(BBRAD1, 2011).   

 

However, the need to strike a balance between the requirements of different 

regulations and aspects is unavoidable, and can result in conflicts when particular 

technical design features have negative effects when seen in perspectives other than 

those with which they are intended to deal.  The presence, for example, of a safety-

enhancing ventilation shaft may be unacceptable to the environmental framework 

code.  The following four principles can be used as guidelines (Davidsson et al., 

2003):   

 The reasonability principle:  risks that can be eliminated or reduced by the 

application of technical or economically reasonable measures must always 

be dealt with. 

 The principle of avoiding catastrophes. 

 The allocation principle:  resources should be applied where they deliver the 

most benefit for the Swedish Transport Administration (and for the public). 

 The proportionality principle:  risks should be accepted in relation (i.e. 

proportionally) to the benefit.   

 

This means that each risk, and possible risk-reducing countermeasures, can be 

assessed on the basis of these four principles.  Priority must be given to risks that, for 

example, can have serious consequences or which are easy to deal with, which is also 

in accordance with what risk evaluation studies have found in respect of general 

acceptance.  A more detailed discussion of acceptable risk or safety can be found in 

this project‟s second report (Gehandler et al., 2012). 

 

Regardless of the choice of method, there are considerable difficulties associated 

with managing the uncertainties associated with verification of fire safety in tunnels.  

Risk analysis is a method that is commonly used, and is often divided up into 

scenario analysis and quantitative risk analysis (QRA).  As said, the management of 

uncertainties presents a challenge, regardless of the choice of method.  However, it is 

important that the method should be correctly applied, and that uncertainties are 

explicitly presented, and in an understandable manner.  Depending on how it is 

performed, a quantitative risk analysis can have several drawbacks.  One such 

drawback is that there is today no corresponding criterion for acceptable safety in, for 

example, the form of what is known as a Frequency Number (FN) curve, and it is in 

any case doubtful whether such a curve could be defined at all, regardless of the 

context, for each specific tunnel.  However, a proposal for a risk criterion in the form 

of public risk per kilometre has been developed as part of the work of a larger tunnel 

project (Antonsson, 2010).  Another argument against the use of risk analysis with a 

fixed criterion is that it is likely that the uncertainty is far too great to permit it to be 

compared with such a criterion (Ferkl and Dix, 2011).  A better approach would then 

be to apply risk analysis from a comparison perspective, e.g. against the risk for a 

“standard tunnel”.  A third argument against quantitative risk analysis is that, 

according to Hansson (2011), it undermines the democratic process.  For these 

reasons, a safety level specified in terms of performance-based requirements is 
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proposed instead of an FN curve and quantitative risk analysis.  A disadvantage of 

studying performance-based requirements separately is that this fails to look at the 

whole.  However, the main requirements from the Planning and Building Regulations 

are clearly divided into five groups, and it is not regarded as a possibility to transfer 

risks between groups.  It is not assumed, for example, that better load-bearing 

capacity can be achieved if this involves poorer evacuation conditions:  both 

requirements must be separately fulfilled to an acceptable level.  This means that if 

each performance-based requirement is defined per main requirement, there will be a 

clear target expression which also has direct legal support while not adversely 

affecting the flexibility of design. 

 

For some of the performance-based requirements, verification is recommended 

instead by means of a scenario analysis, as this can be performed with a specific aim, 

such as evaluating the performance of a system or function.  A disadvantage of not 

performing a quantitative risk analysis is that the total overview is poorer.  How 

should priority really be assigned between different performance-based requirements, 

and which of them are important? This could be got round by performing a coarse 

analysis at an early stage of the project. 

 

The main target of verification of the fire safety of a tunnel is that the tunnel must be 

sufficiently safe.  A tunnel is regarded as being sufficiently safe if the tunnel 

guidance document (see Appendix) is applied. 

 

3.3.1 Verification and validation of the process  
The feasibility study (Gehandler et al., 2012) showed that several experts and PIARC 

emphasise how important the entire realisation process is.  Parties involved should 

meet and discuss the conditions for verification of safety and to identify and specify 

any special requirements.  Verification methods and requirements should be clarified 

at an early stage, in order to ensure that the final result is legitimate.  Some form of 

structured monitoring system should be employed in order to verify that decisions 

have been correctly implemented in the working plan, in system management, in 

construction management and during construction.  In the same way, validation of 

the various stages should be performed if conditions change.  The Netherlands use 

the structured Systems Engineering (SE) process in order to systematise the 

validation and verification processes (Gehandler et al., 2012).  It is clear, from the 

reference group meetings and from conversations with consultants and experts active 

in the tunnel sector, that today‟s process in Sweden is not optimum and that the 

necessary verification and validation to ensure that requirement levels have been 

fulfilled are seldom performed in practice. 

 

3.3.2 Safety, organisation and maintenance in the 

operational phase  
The feasibility study (Gehandler et al., 2012) also attached considerable importance 

to having a well-trained and instructed organisation for optimum operation and 

management of emergency situations.  This naturally improves safety, although it 

can be difficult to quantify.  This work is seldom seen in risk analyses performed 

during an earlier stage of the realisation process, when the tunnel is assumed to 

operate in what is sometimes an idealised manner. 

 

Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) is another interesting 

concept that is used in The Netherlands.  Under it, each component and sub-system is 

analysed in accordance with the four aspects, hopefully to deliver an end-product in 

the form of a tunnel with optimum values of these four aspects.  The results from 

RAMS per component/sub-system are of value for use in risk analyses, maintenance 

plans and operating instructions.   
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Through the use scenario exercise, training, and emergency exercises it should be 

possible to verify and validate the organisation‟s ability to handle incidents, accidents 

and fires (see Gehandler et al., 2012). Requirements of which scenarios to consider, 

and what is to be regarded as acceptable, can be decided on a case by case basis. 

 

3.4 Analytical design in conjunction with scenario 

analysis  
This report and (Gehandler et al., 2012) identify scenario analysis as a pragmatic and 

straightforward method for verification of fire safety in tunnels. Chapter B.10 of the 

guidance document (see Appendix) therefore provides recommendations on how 

such an analysis can be performed. 

 

Paté-Cornell 1996 describes how a risk analysis can be characterised on the basis of 

how uncertainties are handled:  see the preceding report (Gehandler et al., 2012).  For 

example, one of three fire scenarios –„worst‟, „worst plausible‟ or „plausible‟ – can 

be chosen for determining a design.  The severity of the selected scenario depends on 

its probability, its expected consequences and the given target value. The probability 

of „worst plausible‟ scenario risk analyses is specified in qualitative terms and 

expressed in terms of how the consequence is described.  The consequence is 

determined in a manner that reflects the ability to include many of the possible 

outcomes, i.e. starting from a clearly conservative approach. However, this means 

that traditional risk levels cannot be calculated, and the true quantitative risk cannot 

be determined.  This can in turn result in decisions being made that result in too high 

or too low a level of design safety, but with no means of actually knowing whether 

the level is too high or too low.  The advantage is that the analysis clearly describes 

which scenarios that the tunnel must be able to withstand.  

 

The basic idea of the proposed method of using scenario analyses for verification is 

that the scenarios should be selected by choosing one or more „worst plausible‟ cases 

(Scenario Group 1), during which all physical tunnel infrastructure systems can be 

assumed to be working.  In order to allow for the risk of physical systems not 

working, but still retaining a certain level of basic protection, we choose a number of 

scenarios from a „plausible‟ group when one safety system is out of use (Scenario 

Group 2).  The idea is that Scenario Group 2 represents less common cases, i.e. that it 

is most likely that the physical systems will operate as intended.  But if these less 

plausible cases do occur, the tunnel‟s safety systems must still provide a certain level 

of protection corresponding to a more plausible scenario, i.e. one which is not 

regarded as extreme as those in Scenario Group 1.  Some allowance is therefore 

made for possible failure of the tunnel safety systems, in terms of the likelihood and 

consequences of a fire.  A reason for also considering the case of failure of a safety 

system is that this is not an unlikely scenario.  A reason for why it is not considered 

when not one, but two or three, safety systems have failed is that this is less likely, 

and that the status /availability of all safety systems is monitored.  If a system is not 

in service, appropriate compensatory measures must be applied, and it may be 

necessary to close the tunnel in accordance with documented procedures. It is 

assumed in the proposed method that only one physical system at a time is out of 

service, with the exception of systems, such as power supply, of which loss would 

have multiple consequential effects.  The fact that scenarios with two or more 

unavailable systems do not have to be analysed is based on an assessment that the 

probability of such situations is less likely. But for those cases where there is a risk 

that analysis of only one unavailable system at a time would not guarantee sufficient 

verification of safety, more sophisticated methods must be used, such as the QRA 

method.  
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Some of the physical systems installed in the tunnel, and also the tunnel geometry, 

can affect the progress of a fire, the maximum heat release rate, the gas temperature 

or the spread of smoke in the tunnel. 

 

The fire position and unavailable physical system are variable parameters in the 

analysis.  Scenario groups 1 and 2 cover many scenarios, from which can be chosen 

design-determining scenarios that challenge the requirements that the design is 

intended to fulfil.  
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4 Resulting guidance  
Much of the inspiration for the appearance and structure of the proposed guidance for 

fire safety in road tunnels has been taken from the National Board of Housing, 

Building and Planning‟s Building Regulations (BBR19, 2011, BBRAD1, 2011).  

This applies in particular for the overall structure, design and general conditions.  

 

The resulting guidance, presented in its entirety in the appendix, is divided up into 

six specific main requirements: 

1. management, administration and working with other parties, 

2. fire and smoke spread prevention, 

3. ability to escape from the tunnel in the event of a fire, 

4. access for rescue services and ability to apply rescue actions, 

5. load-carrying capacities of structures affected by fire, and 

6. fire and smoke spread prevention to nearby structures.  

 

Each of these main requirements comprises prescriptive requirements, performance-

based requirements and acceptable solutions.  Prescriptive requirements must always 

be fulfilled, and are often as required by a higher regulation.  It is possible, and 

sometimes a requirement depending on specific conditions, to perform analytical 

design to meet the specified performance-based requirements.  Another possibility 

can be to comply with the specified deemed-to-satisfy solutions.  If all the deemed-

to-satisfy solutions for a particular performance-based requirement are applied, and if 

no other conditions require analytical design, the particular performance-based 

requirement concerned can be regarded as fulfilled.  The following section discusses 

how suitable verification of each area can be performed.  The proposal is described 

in its entirety in the appendix.   

 

Two areas – means for evacuation and load-carrying capacity – have specific 

proposals for an analytical verification methodology.  

 

4.1 Verification of means for evacuation  
Together with fulfilment of relevant prescriptive requirements, the means for 

evacuation can be verified analytically by showing sufficient means for evacuation, 

i.e. suggested criteria is not exceeded, by persons affected by the fire through a 

scenario analysis.  A similar approach can be found in (BBRAD1, 2011) and there is 

a relatively long tradition of analysis of evacuation safety based on various scenarios.  

It is important to set up clear criteria and to specify assumptions so that all tunnels 

are designed in accordance with the same, reasonable, given conditions.  In general, 

relevant scenarios must be used for a scenario analysis, and this can be done in an 

initial risk identification stage.  The reason for this is, in the light of the tunnel‟s 

particular conditions, to identify challenging situations that the tunnel and its relevant 

safety systems must be able to handle.  

 

Experience from fires that have occurred, and from experimental work, has shown 

that the behaviour of individuals in a fire situation is a significant factor in effecting a 

safe evacuation.  It is therefore important that information can be quickly and clearly 

provided in order to ensure that evacuation starts quickly.  However, it can be noted 

that little information is available on the time duration of various stages in the 

evacuation process, and that this information is in any case based on simulated 

evacuation trials. This means that the input for a design should include some element 

of judicious assessment (Fridolf et al., 2012; Nilsson et al., 2009; Frantzich et al., 

2007; Kecklund et al., 2007; Norén and Winér, 2003).  
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Analysis of the evacuation process is usually simplified by dividing it up into three 

stages:  awareness, preparation for evacuation, and evacuation to a safe place.  This 

breakdown has been adopted in order to make it possible to analyse the process using 

engineering tools, which in this case must be complemented by value judgements.  

The analysis calculates the time for the entire evacuation and for each individual, 

with the former consisting of the sum of the awareness time, preparation and actual 

moving.  The evacuation analysis compares the time for evacuation with the time 

available for evacuation, which can be calculated when the scenario‟s fire progress 

has been defined.  Chapters B.6 and B.10 of the appendix give examples of material 

available for determining evacuation possibility in the design.  However, they must 

be seen against current knowledge in this field, with awareness of the fact that some 

properties must be given assessed values.  It is therefore relevant that special 

requirements should be imposed on verification, as the material for analysis is based 

on individual assessments.   

 

Many different research projects have been carried out, with one of the aims being to 

describe what can be regarded as what constitutes a reasonably serious fire for the 

purposes of evacuation analysis.  A burning goods vehicle is regarded as a „worst 

plausible‟ fire as far as evacuation is concerned, while a burning car is regarded as a 

„plausible‟ fire, which is also confirmed by (DARTS, 2004).  The growth of a fire 

can be assumed to be proportional to the square of the time from ignition.  The 

constant of proportionality, , can be chosen from (Ingason and Lönnemark, 2012), 

from which it can be seen that a goods vehicle fire can be generalised as an ultra-fast 

fire ( = 0.19 kW/s
2
), and a car fire as a fast fire ( = 0.047 kW/s

2
).  Fire-specific 

parameters are given in Table B.4 in Chapter B.10.2 in the appendix.  The values are 

based on corresponding values from BBRAD (2011) and experimental data from 

(Ingason, 2012).   

 

In order properly to consider actual conditions when designing the evacuation 

facilities, the relationship between (for example) air velocity in the tunnel and the 

growth of the fire should be included.  The „ultra-fast‟ and „fast‟ fire growth rates 

assume an air velocity of between 1,5 m/s and 3 m/s.  If the tunnel has no ventilation 

system, or if mechanical ventilation is automatically stopped in the event of a fire, it 

would be reasonable to allow for this in the analysis.  It is for this reason that it is 

suggested that the fire growth rate should be reduced from „ultra-fast‟ to „fast‟ for 

such tunnels.   

 

Critical limit values must be specified in order to be able to calculate the time 

available for evacuation.  They can be expressed, for example, as a critical 

temperature or as a critical visibility.  When these values are exceeded, whether 

singly or together, it is no longer possible to evacuate the tunnel.  Many different 

critical condition values have been defined, such as (Ingason, 2005, ISO, 2007, 

Blomqvist, 2005, BBRAD1, 2011).  Examples of critical values include: 

1. Thermal radiation:  < 2.5 kW/m
2
. 

2. Temperature:  < 60 °C. 

3. Toxic gases:  FED < 0.3. 

4. Visibility:  > 10 m. 

 

The above values of critical conditions are commonly used for scenario analyses.  

They must be set in such a manner that most of the persons exposed to the fire do not 

suffer serious consequences, but have a high probability of survival.  The reason for 

this is that the scenario analysis aims to describe conditions that adequately cover 

normal variations in possible scenarios.  A Fractional Effective Dose (FED) of 0,3 

means that about 90 % of a population are slightly affected, but that vulnerable 

individuals can be more seriously affected.  The appendix to the guidelines gives 
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values for critical exposure from a number of sources, which means that they differ 

somewhat from those given above.  The values in the appendix are closer to the 

critical values used for buildings.  They have also been adjusted so that exposure to 

toxic gases is regarded as about the same, regardless of whether it has been 

calculated using FED models or if the deterministic values have been used.  

 

4.2 Verification of structural stability  
Analytical methods are available for verifying that a structure maintains sufficient 

load-carrying capacity in the event of a fire.  However, not all parts of the Eurocodes 

apply, as the rate of temperature rise of materials in a tunnel can often exceed 

50 K/min.  An important aspect of load-carrying capacity is consideration of the 

potentially catastrophic effects on public infrastructure that would be caused by a 

major repair of a tunnel, or a collapse in the tunnel.  This brings vulnerability aspects 

into the picture, together with the principle of avoidance of catastrophes, according to 

which society is prepared to do more to avoid catastrophes which it is not capable of 

withstanding.  A longer closure of an infrastructurally important tunnel is regarded as 

being of that class, and so a fire rating scenario of „worst‟, rather than „worst 

plausible‟, is recommended for analytical design purposes.   

 

Various temperature/time curves are used today for verifying load-carrying capacity.  

Unfortunately, there is no link to actual likely fire growth in the tunnel, which would 

be a more realistic approach.  Three commonly used curves are the ISO curve, which 

is usually used for testing building structures, the HC curve, which was originally 

developed for oil platforms, and the RWS curve, which represents a tanker vehicle 

fire in a tunnel.   

 

SP has compared temperature/time curves with the results of an experimental full-

scale trial of a 200 MW goods vehicle fire:  see Figure 4.  It can be seen from the 

figure that the duration of a real fire is probably not more than about one hour per 

vehicle.  It can also be seen that the RWS and HC curves have a better fit with the 

real fire curve for this tunnel geometry and ventilation conditions than has the ISO 

curve.   

 

 
Figure 4  Comparison between a real goods vehicle fire and standard temperature/time curves used for 

evaluating the load-bearing capacity of a tunnel under fire conditions. . 

However, there is a modest link between the temperature exposures represented by 

the ISO, RWS and the HC curves and a real fire.  Since the 1960s, research has been 

carried out with the aim of finding a way of representing the real progress of a fire in 

a building (Magnusson and Thelandersson, 1970; Pettersson and Ödeen, 1974).  
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These results have subsequently been incorporated into the Eurocodes as a basis for 

analytical design of load-carrying capacity under fire conditions, but their suitability 

for use in the simplified fire design methods, as described in the above references, 

can be questioned in the case of tunnels.  However, the more advanced basic 

concepts of models for mass and energy conservation can be valid.  In the case of 

buildings, more refined methods have been developed, such as the „Natural Fire 

Safety Concept” (Sleich et al., 2002): 

 

”This new approach should lead to both financial benefits and better safety 

guidance. […] Less money will be wasted in attempts to guarantee resistance 

of structures subjected, for instance, to two hours of a wholly unrealistic ISO 

(or ASTM) fire.”(Sleich et al., 2002, p. 4) 

 

However, for the same reasons as given above, it is doubtful if this concept is 

suitable for general application for tunnels.  The ISO, HC and RWS curves can still 

be justified for design, as they start from accepted exposure levels.  However, they 

have no links to real fires, and the RWS curve suffers from the drawback that it 

represents such a rapid growth of fire that Eurocodes are not valid for it. 

 

It is therefore suggested that, for analytical design purposes, a similar methodology 

should be adopted in which, starting from a given fire heat release rate and energy 

quantity, an actual effect on the structure can be calculated.  The effects of the tunnel 

geometry, ventilation and all installed physical systems should be included in the 

analysis.  SP has recently developed formulae for calculating tunnel roof 

temperatures (Li and Ingason, 2012).  

 

The fire scenarios have been taken from a table which the authors feel represents 

„worst plausible‟ fire scenarios, i.e. scenarios that produce a typically serious effect.  

Note that, as opposed to the effect from the deemed-to-satisfy temperature/time 

curves, the tunnel geometry and any physical systems will affect the progress of the 

fire. 

 

From these scenarios, we can calculate the roof temperature for a given tunnel 

geometry and ventilation conditions from formulae given in (Li and Ingason, 2012).   

 

The performance-based requirement is that the load-bearing capacity of the main 

structure should be maintained during the duration of the fire.  For practical reasons, 

it is not necessary to include the cooling phase.  It is nevertheless difficult to know 

what the cooling curve looks like in reality, and so a longer fire duration is regarded 

as covering for this uncertainty factor. 

 

 

4.3 Summary  
Figure 5 presents a summary of the proposed guidelines for fire safety in tunnels (see 

the appendix).  

 

As described in Section 2.1 on safety, the six targets can be arranged in relation to 

the safety circle shown in Figure 3.  All the aspects in the circle should be considered 

in order to ensure safety.  The purpose of the entire standard is to ensure a safe 

design, or „pro-active‟ measures, but it is dependent on the process and methodology 

employed.  „System safety‟ is an area that attempts to achieve a safe design right 

from the concept idea.  Preventive measures are dealt with mainly in main 

requirements nos. 1 and 2, in connection with reducing the likelihood of fire.  

Preparation is concerned with handling incidents and accidents if they do occur, i.e. 

main requirements nos. 1 and 3.  Amelioration of the consequences covers active and 
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passive safety systems, i.e. solutions to main requirements nos. 2, 3, 5 and 6.  

Intervention is delivered by the individual, the rescue service, traffic control officers 

or similar persons, i.e. main requirements nos. 2 and 4.  Returning the tunnel to 

normal service is the responsibility of its management and operating organisation, i.e. 

main requirement no. 1, which also includes the final element, of evaluating and 

learning from an incident.   

 

Of these safety aspects, safe design, return to service and evaluation of incidents 

should be dealt with by the tunnel authority in more detail than set out in the 

proposed guidelines.  Safe design relates to the process, and is first and foremost 

dependent on early consideration of safety aspects, with returning the tunnel to 

service and evaluation of incidents being handled by the tunnel‟s management and 

operating organisation.  

 

 

 
Figure 5 A schematic representation of FKR-BV12.  The overall objective builds upon six main 

requirements, each having associated prescriptive requirements, performance-based requirements and 

deemed-to-satisfy solutions.  Verification is performed either by designing on the basis of deemed-to-

satisfy solutions or by performance-based requirements.  All prescriptive requirements must be fulfilled.  
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5 Discussion 
Tunnel class is selected in accordance with accepted diagrams and methodologies.  

Instead of upgrading some tunnels for various reasons, or specifying performance-

based requirements for a tunnel in a particular class, the tunnel class is used as a 

guide measure for each requirement in the guidelines.  This simplifies the design and 

increases the similarity with the design process for buildings, and so the change 

should therefore be of a helpful nature.  However, it is not possible to investigate all 

aspects of the change, which can be regarded as work to be further pursued. 

 

It is not possible today, using well-proven methods, to calculate the benefit of the 

effect on a fire of, say, a fixed sprinkler system.  Until suitable methods have been 

developed, conservative assumptions will have to be employed.  It might be possible 

to verify the performance of an extinguishing system by testing or by trials.   

 

With one exception, the regulations that have provided the basis for the proposed 

guidelines are sufficiently flexible to permit the use of analytical design.  The 

exception is the National Board of Housing, Building and Planning‟s Regulations 

Concerning Safety in Road Tunnels (BVT1, 2007:11).  The authors are of the 

opinion that regulations should place greater emphasis on formulating performance 

and defining acceptable levels, which would avoid restricting designs to present-day 

technologies.  Too much detail should be avoided, as it risks preventing innovation 

and safety-centric thinking when considering fire safety as a whole.  Paragraph 14 in 

BVT, for example, refers to Tunnel 2004, which requires 120 or 180 minutes‟ fire 

resistance for trafficked areas, based on testing using an HC curve in accordance with 

SS-EN 1363-2.  This requirement takes no consideration of other factors, such as a 

fixed extinguishing system or how a real fire in a tunnel could behave.  A „plausible‟ 

fire usually lasts for about one hour per vehicle.  Compliance with this requirement 

would very probably not deliver an optimum design in either cost or safety terms for 

all tunnels affected.  Another example is the choice of ventilation system, in 

connection with which Paragraph 18 states that a mechanical ventilation system must 

be installed.  If a fixed extinguishing system is installed, the benefits of, for example, 

a cross-flow ventilation system are reduced, as the system design capacity would be 

considerably reduced.  In such a case, it is simpler and more cost-effective to employ 

longitudinal ventilation.  There are, in other words, cases when a more performance-

based solution would be preferable.   

 

No consequence analysis of the formulated requirement or verification levels has 

been performed.  They are instead defined on the basis of present-day practice or 

from a simpler risk analysis perspective (worst plausible, or plausible).  A natural 

follow-on project would be to define appropriate requirement and verification levels 

from the basis of several parameters, such as risk, safety levels in traffic, general 

safety in society, and public cost implications.  Areas such as load-carrying capacity 

and evacuation could be suitable for this treatment:  determining requirement levels, 

calculating cost and safety implications, and deciding which method and which input 

parameters are needed.   

 

For some parts of a guidance procedure, it is helpful if it opens up the possibility of 

performance-based design, i.e. that it permits the use of other solutions.  However, in 

other areas, such as the design of escape route doors and emergency signs, it is better 

that they should be standardised.  Standardisation would help the tunnel user to 

recognise his/her surroundings, and would also ensure a certain minimum 

standardised level.  Tunnel design in The Netherlands has been determined by very 

performance-based guidelines (Ruijter, 2012), but the Dutch Transport 

Administration is of the opinion that the design of many aspects simply involves the 
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same discussions, with the same resulting solutions.  It therefore proposes 

standardisation of about 90 % of the design:   

 

”Length, width, number of tubes and traffic composition is different for each 

tunnel.  However, usage, operation, and incident management are the same for 

every tunnel.” (Ruijter, 2012).  

 

In the same way as for the above proposal, the authors have identified areas, such as 

the appearance and function of safety equipment such as doors for escape routes and 

guide marking which, from an ergonomic and safety point of view, would benefit 

from being the same in all tunnels.  
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6 Conclusions 
A proposal for design guidelines for fire safety in road tunnels has been produced on 

the basis of working from overarching top-down legal requirements.  A draft version 

of the guidelines is presented in the appendix to this report.  If these guidelines are 

applied, the authors believe that the resulting design would deliver a tunnel with a 

sufficient level of fire safety.  The proposed guidance is more flexible than the 

present design descriptions from the Swedish Transport Administration, as the fire 

protection design features can be based either on deemed-to-satisfy solutions or be 

designed analytically, starting from more specific conditions.  This could deliver 

more balanced designs, based on performance-based requirements.   

 

Although applying the guidelines produces the right conditions for constructing a 

safe tunnel, the entire process from initial concept idea, via design and construction 

to operation and maintenance, must constantly consider safety aspects in order to aim 

for a safe tunnel in practice.   

 

A follow-on project could start from knowledge, existing tunnel designs, roads and 

public costs to develop and suggest better-supported requirement and verification 

levels.  Another follow-on project could examine how the entire process might look.  

How, for example, could balances be found between conflicting targets and 

requirements;  who should be involved in the process;  and where should they be 

brought into it?  
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B.1 Introduction  
 

B.1.1 General 
The structure of this guidance document comprises main requirements, application 

requirements (prescriptive requirements or performance-based requirements) and 

recommendations (clarifications or examples of deemed-to-satisfy solutions), see Figure 

B.1, which relates to the following regulatory documents.  

 The Planning and Building Act (PBL, 2010:900). 

 The Planning and Building Ordinance (PBF, 2011:338). 

 The Safety in Tunnels Act (SFS, 2006:418). 

 The Safety in Road Tunnels Ordinance (SFS, 2006:421). 

 The Act Concerning Accident Prevention (LSO, 2003:778). 

 The Emergency Management and Heightened Alert Ordinance (SFS, 2006:942). 

 National Board of Housing, Building and Planning‟s Regulations and General 

Guidelines Concerning Safety in Road Tunnels (BVT1, 2007:11). 

 The Swedish Rescue Services Agency‟s Regulations Concerning Written 

Information for Fire Protection (SRVFS, 2003:10). 

 

 
Figure B.1  A schematic representation of the hierarchical structure of the guidance. The peak of the 

hierarchy consists of a general objective, supported by a number of main requirements as needed in order to 

fulfil the objective. In turn, each main requirement is supported by defined prescriptive requirements and 

acceptable solutions. All requirements must be fulfilled. A choice must be made between verifying the design 

by means of analytical design against performance requirements, or by following given recommendations 

(deemed-to-satisfy solutions) and a prescriptive design procedure.  

 

B.1.2 Applicability  
This fire protection guidance

1
 document is intended for use in connection with the design 

of road tunnels longer than 100 meter
2
. The guidance applies also for deck structures over 

a road that is intended for general public use. It does not apply for vehicle garages, roofed 

bus or goods vehicle terminals, or for other types of structures where vehicle movements 

can be expected. 

 

The target group of readers is seen mainly as tunnel operators and tunnel designers. 

 

                                                
1 The term ’guidance’ is used in this document in order to indicate that it is not an official 
standard. 
2 The length of a tunnel is as defined by the Swedish Transport Administration. 
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B.1.3 Purpose 
The purpose of this guidance document is to provide guidance and basic information on 

how to ensure satisfactory fire protection in road tunnels for the protection of life, health, 

property, the environment and functions of general importance for society, all in 

accordance with the requirements in Swedish legislation
3
. The guidance specifies 

minimum requirements which should be fulfilled as required for various categories of 

road tunnels. 

 

B.1.4 Application and scope 
This guidance concentrates on fire protection in tunnels from a system perspective. As 

many fires start as a result of traffic accidents, the guidelines include to some extent 

measures aimed at reducing the risk of accidents, but should not restrict the requirements 

specified in (for example) the Swedish Transport Administration‟s Design Rules for 

Roads and Streets (VGU). Traffic management, for example, affects the risks of 

accidents, but is also applicable to diverting traffic in the event of a fire or accident, 

which means that it has the dual functions of both reducing the likelihood of accidents 

and reducing their consequences. For this reason, traffic management is included in these 

guidelines. There is, in other words, a link to traffic management, technology, design, and 

organisation through their link to fire risks in tunnels. 

 

This guidance is intended to be employed in connection with specifying the requirements 

for fire safety in a tunnel, for procurement, for verification of adequate fire safety and for 

support in connection with the overall design. 

 

  

                                                
3 The requirement to protect life, health, property, the environment and important functions in 
society can be traced back, for example, to the Act Concerning Accident Prevention and to the 
Ordinance (2006:942) Concerning Emergency Management and Heightened Alert. The Planning 
and Building Act requires buildings and structures to be designed and constructed in such a way 
as to ensure satisfactory fire protection. 
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B.2 General conditions  
This guidance is intended to assist the realisation of satisfactory safety of traffic in the 

event of a fire, and also to assist achievement of the Zero Vision target. All aspects of fire 

protection must be designed with adequate robustness, so that parts or the whole of the 

system are not knocked out by individual incidents or effects. The guidance observes the 

five fundament requirements for fire protection in built structures as set out in PBF 3 

Chapter, 8§, as well as organisation and maintenance: see, for example, PBL 14§. 

 

B.2.1 Requirements  
Requirements specified in this guidance refer to conditions that must be fulfilled, and are 

formulated as obligatory (“must”) or discretionary (“may”) text. 

 

B.2.2 Recommendations  
Recommendations included in this guidance are intended to provide general 

recommendations for application of the guidance, indicating how a person using them can 

or should act in order to fulfil the requirements. Recommendations are written in italic 

text, with “should” or “can” formulations. 

 

B.2.3 Safety concept  
A safety concept must be developed, consisting of a description of technical, 

organisational and administrative measures intended to reduce the likelihood and 

consequences of accidents or incidents to an acceptable level. It should be seen as an 

overarching document, setting out the tunnel‟s strategy for operating in a safe manner, 

and should include technical, organisational and administrative aspects, as well as the 

overarching principles, or how safety must be maintained during normal operation and 

during fires. The safety concept document must form part of the fire protection 

documentation. 

 

B.2.4 Tunnel classification  
Tunnels must be classified as Class A, Class B or Class C (TA, TB or TC), by the 

following methodology: 

 determine the design Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) Design value, 

 correct AADT-Design for heavy goods traffic: +0.6* (percentage proportion of 

heavy traffic – 15), 

 determine the length of the tunnel, 

 

and then decide the proposed tunnel class from the diagram as shown in Figure B.2. TA is 

the highest safety class, and TC the lowest. 
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Figure B.2 Definition of tunnel classes. 

B.2.4.1 Tunnels with special safety requirements  
Special design principles apply for tunnels having special safety requirements. A special 

evaluation of the fire protection from an overall perspective must be made. The tunnel 

class designation of such tunnels is shown by the addition of an asterisk*, i.e. TA*, TB* 

or TC*. 

 

Tunnels can be regarded as having special safety requirements for one or more sub-

systems of the fire protection features. Tunnels are regarded as having special safety 

requirements for the tunnel as a whole if they fulfil one or more of the criteria below: 

 If the tunnel is a highly important infrastructure resource, i.e. if its effect on 

society would be very severe in the event of a fire;  

 If the potential consequences to persons involved in a fire would be very severe. 

 

Examples of such tunnels can be those having many access or exit ramps, or those which 

are a key resource for society. 

 

Fire protection in tunnels with special protection requirements must be verified against 

the performance-based requirements in these guidelines.  Such tunnels require a special, 

additional evaluation of their fire protection, as seen from an overall perspective, and for 

them the proposed recommendations alone do not provide a sufficient level of safety.  

When checking fulfilment of each performance-based requirement, special attention 

should be paid to the specific risks and relevant conditions.  In those cases where the 

conditions can be assumed to be the same as those for a reference tunnel in accordance 

with the prescriptive design procedure, the deemed-to-satisfy solutions can be assumed to 

be applicable.  The design of the tunnels‟ fire protection systems must correspond at least 

to what would have applied for the corresponding tunnel classes (e.g. TA for TA*).  

 

The design of tunnels having special protection requirements imposes particularly high 

requirements in respect of competence and experience. Designs for such tunnels should 

be subjected to third-party review by a party that has not previously been involved in the 

process. 

 

B.2.5 Design and verification  
Tunnel fire protection systems must be designed, planned and verified by means of either 

prescriptive or analytical design procedures. Only prescriptive design is available for 

certain targets. 

 

Tunnel length [m] 

Vehicles per day 
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B.2.5.1 Prescriptive design  
Prescriptive design means that the tunnel manager fulfils the requirements of this 

guidance through application of the solution and methods set out in the requirements and 

recommendations of the guidance. 

 

B.2.5.2 Analytical design  
Analytical design means that the tunnel manager fulfils one or more of the requirements 

in some manner other than through prescriptive design. Verification of the resulting fire 

protection performance of the tunnel must be performed by: 

 qualitative assessment, 

 scenario analysis, 

 quantitative risk analysis, or   

 some other method, e.g. based on a scenario exercise, testing or experiments. 

 

These methods may also be combined. The verification method must be chosen for the 

specific object, bearing in mind how complex the fire protection engineering problem is. 

Qualitative assessment may be employed as a verification method if the departures from 

prescriptive design are limited
4
. The same applies if the effect of the design on fire safety 

is well known, and if the design meets the requirements with good margins. 

 

Analytical design should include a description of what is to be analysed, how it is to be 

done, and what is to be regarded as satisfactory fire protection safety. 

 

The following steps should be included in analytical design or tunnels‟ fire protection 

systems: 

 Identification of the verification need. 

 Verification of satisfactory fire protection. 

 Checking of verification. 

 Documentation of fire protection design. 

 

B.2.5.2.1 Determination of verification requirement  
When determining the verification requirement, departures from prescriptive design 

should be clearly identified, so that it is clear which parts of the tunnel‟s fire protection 

systems are affected by the change. 

 

If analytical design is a requirement, the ways in which the tunnel design differs from 

tunnels for which analytical design is not a requirement should be clarified and be 

considered in relation to the requirements concerned.  
 

B.2.5.2.2 Verification of satisfactory fire safety  
Verification should consist of a risk identification process to identify relevant scenarios 

that would present a challenge to the tunnel‟s or the organisation‟s fire protection.  These 

scenarios should be chosen in the light of the assessed risk level for each scenario, i.e. the 

likelihood of the scenario occurring and its resulting consequences.  The risk 

identification process should consider various traffic situations, in addition to 

circumstances that can be expected in future operation. 

 

For each specified requirement, the tunnel manager should show how the requirement is 

fulfilled in relation to its intended use. Verification should particularly consider how the 

requirement can be met throughout the tunnel‟s reasonable economic service life. 

  

                                                
4  Departures are regarded as being limited if there is justification for so doing: for example, 
reference can be made to earlier cases. Note, however, that departures must be few in number. 
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If, for example, several physical systems or equipment are replaced at the same time, a 

special evaluation of the robustness of the tunnel‟s total fire protection should be 

performed. When evaluating the overall fire safety of the tunnel, additional scenarios 

should therefore be considered over and above those recommended in the respective 

sections in order to consider protection robustness. The evaluation can be part of the 

sensitivity analysis. 

 

B.2.5.2.3 Verification by qualitative assessment  
When limited departures are permitted, it is assumed that their effect on fire safety is little 

and that there are only minor uncertainties concerning the chosen design. Qualitative 

assessments should start from the risk identification that forms the basis for the analytical 

design. 

 

Verification by qualitative assessment can be based on logical reasoning, statistics, 

proven solutions, testing, object-specific experiments, simpler calculations etc. 

Verification starting from previous experience should check for the effects of risks and 

conditions having changed over time. 

 

B.2.5.2.4 Verification by scenario analysis  
Verification by scenario analysis should start from the effect of setting the tunnel‟s fire 

protection systems against one or more scenarios. The choice of scenario should be based 

on risk identification, bearing in mind that the conditions and the actual fire load can 

vary. The necessary fire scenarios should be identified and assessed to ensure that they 

constitute a plausible worst case load.  

 

Verification by scenario analysis should include a sensitivity analysis in order to identify 

variables that have a substantial effect on the overall safety level. Such variables should 

be treated conservatively. Examples of variables that can be included in the sensitivity 

analysis are heat release rate, gas temperatures in different parts of the tunnel, the 

walking/running speed of persons escaping from the tunnel, and their scatter between 

different escape routes. The variables for which values are given in Section B.10 of these 

recommendations do not normally need to be sensitivity-analysed. 

 

The results of the sensitivity analysis should be included in an assessment in order to 

decide whether the proposed fire protection system is satisfactory. 

 

Recommendation: 

Guidance for analytical design using scenario analysis is given for certain specific 

requirements in Chapter B.10. 

 

B.2.5.2.5 Verification by quantitative risk analysis  
A quantitative risk analysis should consist of an analysis that includes relevant scenarios 

that reflect the level of uncertainty. The uncertainty is also represented through the choice 

of included variables, described in terms of their likelihoods and consequences. In 

addition, a more advanced quantitative risk analysis should also include the effects of the 

distributions of variables considered in the analysis. The distributions of the variables 

should reflect the conditions that can be expected during the tunnel‟s reasonable 

economic service life. 

 

Verification by quantitative risk analysis should consist of a sensitivity analysis to 

identify those variables that have a considerable effect on the safety level. Such variables 

should be treated conservatively. A sensitivity analysis can be complemented by an 

uncertainty analysis in order to study such variables in more detail. 
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The results of the sensitivity analysis should be included in an assessment to decide 

whether the proposed fire protection design is satisfactory. Examples of variables that can 

be included in the sensitivity analysis are heat release rate, the reliability of physical 

systems, walking/running speeds of those escaping from the fire and the spread of 

persons between different escape routes. 

 

The results from a quantitative risk analysis can be presented using metrics such as 

individual risks or risks to society, and be compared with corresponding results from a 

prescriptive design. These risk metrics consider both likelihood and consequences of the 

analysed scenarios. 

 

B.2.5.2.6 Satisfactory fire safety  
Fire safety can be verified by means of a comparison with the protection provided by 

prescriptive design in a reference tunnel, or it can be verified against the criteria set out 

this guidance. 

 

- For a qualitative assessment, a comparison with a reference tunnel designed by 

the prescriptive design procedure can establish a level for satisfactory fire protection. 

 

- For a scenario analysis, the criteria given in this guidance should set the level for 

satisfactory fire protection.  

 

- For a quantitative risk analysis, a satisfactory fire protection level should be 

decided by comparison with a prescriptive design reference tunnel and the criteria given 

in these recommendations. 

 

B.2.6 Safety documentation 
Safety documentation must be prepared as part of the work of the various phases of 

tunnel design and construction. It must contain all the parts specified below in Sections 

2.6.1–2.6.4. 

 

B.2.6.1 Planning  
Traffic forecasts must be prepared and risk analyses carried out. The purpose of these risk 

analyses at this early stage is to establish a rough idea of what risks are likely to be 

encountered, so that effective countermeasures can be taken at an early stage. Safety 

documentation must contain descriptions of the preventive measures and safety measures 

that are needed in order to ensure safety for users of the tunnel, not forgetting the special 

needs of persons with various forms of handicap or disability, consideration of how the 

tunnel is constructed and of its surroundings, the type of traffic and possible rescue 

facilities.  

 

B.2.6.2 Documentation of fire protection system  
A description of tunnels that have been entirely or partly designed in accordance with 

analytical design principles should be included in its entirely in the safety documentation. 

Analytical design documentation should contain at least the following parts: 

 the differences between the current proposal and prescriptive design, 

 completed risk identification, 

 design conditions and assumptions on which the verification is based, 

 operating and maintenance plans, 

 description and justification of methods and models employed, 

 presentation and description of design process calculations, of such an extent that 

the calculation process can be followed, 
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 departures from the general guidelines in this document, with reasons therefor, 

and  

 conclusions based on the analytical verification process. 

 

B.2.6.3 During commissioning  
By the time that the tunnel is ready to be taken into service, a description of the 

organisation must have been prepared in order to ensure correct operation and 

maintenance of the tunnel. In the same way, there must be a plan for how rescue work is 

to be performed, with particular recognition of the special circumstances relating to 

persons suffering from various forms of handicap or disability. A description of how 

accidents and serious potential accident situations are to be reported must be available. 

 

B.2.6.4 In service 
The documentation must be continuously updated with information on, and analysis and 

evaluation of, accidents and serious potential accidents, together with information on the 

details and results of rescue exercises that have been performed. This information, too, 

must describe the conditions applicable to persons suffering from handicaps or 

disabilities. 

 

B.2.7 Inspection  
Design details and construction work must be inspected before the tunnel is taken into 

service. The design of, and decisions concerning, fire protection must be continuously 

verified and inspected, to ensure that it is also implemented and operates as intended. The 

extent of this inspection depends on the method of verification that has been employed 

and the uncertainties associated with the particular design problem. 

 

Recommendation: 

A systematic engineering method is recommended for verification and validation that 

specifications meet the requirements given in this guidance, and that the completed tunnel 

meets all the specified requirements. Examples of such recommended methods are 

systems engineering science and reliability analyses. 

 

 

B.2.7.1 Review of the verification  
Recommendation: 

The following points should be checked when reviewing the verification:  

 That all departures from a prescriptive design have been verified. 

 That the design has been checked. 

 That the design assumptions are correct. 

 

If calculations have been used as a basis for a scenario analysis or quantitative risk 

analysis, their correctness should be verified by means of review of the design. By this is 

meant inspection and checking of the design assumptions, construction documents and 

calculations. This work should be carried out by a person who has not previously been 

involved in the project. 

 

Discovery of any somewhat larger uncertainties should result in extending the scope of 

inspection and checking. The same applies if verification has been performed by means of 

analytical design. An inspection plan should be prepared in order to specify and monitor 

inspection and review work. It should indicate what is to be inspected, how inspection is 

to be performed, when it should be performed and by whom it should be performed. 

Three review levels can be identified, depending on the importance of the aspect being 

inspected: (1) review by the designer, (2) review by some other person possessing the 
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appropriate knowledge, and (3) review by an independent third party (i.e. a person 

independent of the project). 

 

The starting point is that inspection and checking should be carried out at Level 3, but 

can be subsequently relaxed for parts of the design material. 
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B.3 System description and definitions  
 

Response route 

The response route is a route that the rescue services can use in order to reach the site of 

an accident in a tunnel. 

 

Air locks and fire locks  

Air locks are used to connect areas for which there are special requirements concerning 

fire and smoke spread prevention. They must be of sufficient size to ensure that they can 

be passed with only one door at a time open. If the air lock forms part of the boundary of 

a fire compartment, its fire-classified doors must be self-closing. 

 

Fire locks connect areas having particularly high requirements in respect of fire and 

smoke spread prevention. Each fire lock must be designed and constructed as its own fire 

compartment. Fire locks must be sufficiently large to ensure that they can be passed with 

only one door open at a time. 

 

Recommendation: 

The tightness of doors of air and fire locks in fire compartment boundaries should meet 

Class Sm fire resistance requirements. 

Fire locks should provide protection from adjacent areas by the use of not less than Class 

EI 60 materials in their construction, or the class applicable to the wall in general. Fire 

lock doors should have a fire resistance class of not less than El 60-SmC, unless other 

parts of the design recommend a higher value. 

Standard SS-EN 12101-6:2006 can be applied to design of the pressure-separating 

system. 

 

Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) – design value  

Determine the Annual Average Daily Traffic design value, AADT-DES, in accordance 

with the Swedish Transport Administration‟s Design Rules for Road and Street Design 

(VGU). 

 

Collapse-sensitive tunnel 

A collapse-sensitive tunnel is one that passes underneath a water body, or which would 

create serious consequential effects in the event of a collapse, or where there are buildings 

above the tunnel. 

 

Communication with tunnel users  

Communication with tunnel users is intended to encourage and support safe and desired 

behaviour, whether in the event of minor traffic problems or of more serious accidents or 

incidents. In general, communication should be direct and repeated. Suitable systems 

include interruption of public radio transmissions, active information signs with text 

messages and/or symbols, and acoustic and visual signals. Research has shown that 

several different types of signals are necessary in order to ensure rapid response for (for 

example) evacuation, and so a combination of several systems is suggested. It is 

important to consider the performance, presentation and impact of the systems from the 

perspective of tunnel users in order to ensure the desired result. 

 

Construction products 

This guidance specifies fundamental requirements applicable to materials intended for 

use in the finished tunnel. In order to fulfil these requirements, it is necessary to use 

construction products having the appropriate properties. Construction products are 

defined as those intended for permanent use in tunnels. The concept also includes 

jointed/bonded products and prefabricated elements. Just which properties of the 
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particular construction product are regarded as important depend on how the product is 

intended to be used in the particular tunnel project. Examples of important product 

properties can include load-carrying capacity, fire resistance, energy conservation, 

moisture protection or noise attenuation. It is the responsibility of the tunnel manager to 

ensure the use of products having suitable properties. 

 

Construction products with declared/certified properties  

In order to ascertain the properties of proposed products, the tunnel manager may either 

test (or arrange the testing of) the products, or select products of which the properties 

have already been certified during manufacture. A number of different ways of marking 

construction products are used on the market: 

a) CE-marking, in accordance with the Construction Products Directive (CPD), 

b) type approval/manufacturing inspection, 

c) product certification by an accredited body, and  

d) manufacturing and production inspection performed by an accredited body. 

 

If it is possible to CE-mark the construction product (Alternative a), only this method 

may be used in order to certify the product‟s properties. 

 

Door closers  

Door closers must be designed so that they provide highly reliable closure of doors to 

ensure that fire compartment boundaries maintain their integrity. 

 

Emergency lay-by 

An emergency lay-by provides space for vehicles in the tunnel to stop safely at the side of 

the road, in the same way as on an emergency lane if one is provided.  

 

Emergency lighting  

Emergency lighting is intended to provide visual support in an emergency situation. It 

includes lighting in, or leading to, escape routes. 

 

Emergency lighting must be designed in accordance with the requirements of EN 1838 

and EN 16 276. 

 

Emergency stations  

Emergency stations are rooms or cubicles intended to assist users of the tunnel in an 

emergency situation. They must be provided with an emergency telephone and fire-

fighting equipment. 

 

Emergency telephone systems must incorporate automatic status monitoring, involving 

testing the telephone‟s performance and contact with the tunnel monitoring system. 

Emergency telephones must be designed in accordance with prEN 1823. 

 

Recommendation: 

Fire-fighting equipment should consist of two manual fire extinguishers, meeting the 

requirements of SS-EN 3-7 and containing 6 kg of ABC powder, capable at least of 

tackling Type 34A and Type 183B dish test fires. 

 

Fire-fighting equipment must be marked in accordance with AFS 1997:11.  

 

The stations must be marked to show where telephones and fire extinguishers are 

mounted. If the emergency station includes a door into the tunnel, an easily-read text 

must state that the emergency station does not provide any fire protection. 
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Emergency walkway, escape route and place of safety  

An emergency walkway is a dedicated and designated walkway in the tunnel, running 

along the road. An escape route is an exit to a place of safety or a connection to a separate 

fire compartment in the structure leading to a place of safety. A place of safety is defined 

as being an area outside the tunnel. It can also consist of a parallel tunnel bore, provided 

that fire and smoke cannot find their way into this bore, e.g. via the tunnel openings. It is 

assumed that the tunnel has systems which, in the event of a fire, can stop the entry of 

traffic to the parallel bore. 

 

Response road  

Response roads provide means of access to the tunnel for the rescue service.  

 

Recommendation:  

Response roads should be built with a load-carrying capacity suitable for the types of 

vehicles to be using them, and should be surfaced. The design should also consider the 

space needed by rescue service vehicles in order to manoeuvre, e.g. in terms of turning 

circle, slope, free height and width. 

Response roads should be available for use at short notice at any time of year, and 

should not be blocked. 

 

Fire and evacuation alarm system  

The alarm system is intended to detect a fire, make tunnel users aware of danger and 

instruct them on what to do. The system must be designed so that it has a high reliability 

of detecting fires and generating signals to the functions dependent on the alarm. The 

system must be designed with sufficient coverage, and must activate sufficiently quickly, 

as needed to ensure its intended function. 

 

The system must function as intended even during a power failure, and must incorporate 

power failure protection caused by fires in areas not covered by the alarm system. 

 

If the alarm system is required for fire protection in parts of or throughout a building or 

structure, its detection elements must cover these areas. The system must be designed in 

order to provide the necessary information so that persons in the tunnel can be given 

appropriate information on suitable means of escaping from the tunnel. Persons with 

reduced or effectively no hearing must be reached by some means of warning signals in 

the event of fire or other danger. 

 

The audibility of acoustic signals shall be such that signals or messages can be 

understood by persons in vehicles. 

 

Recommendation: 

Alarm systems are sometimes divided up into systems for detection and systems for 

evacuation. In those cases where only one of these system types is prescribed in the 

relevant instructions, it is assumed that coordination between the two types of alarms will 

nevertheless be provided. Components for use in alarm systems should be verified in 

accordance with the SS-EN 54 series of standards. If possible, acoustic alarms should be 

designed so that the sound level inside a vehicle achieves 65 dB(A). The sound level in the 

tunnel should not exceed 115 dB(A) in those parts of the tunnel in which persons are 

present. The audibility of spoken alarm messages can be verified in accordance with 

prEN 50849, and should have an STI value of at least 0.55. 

 

Fire compartment 

A fire compartment is a separated part of a building structure within which a fire, 

throughout parts of, or its entire, duration can develop without spreading to other fire 

compartments or to other buildings. The fire compartment must be separated from the rest 
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of the tunnel by means of enclosing walls and ceilings etc. or corresponding structures, to 

permit evacuation from the tunnel and so that persons in adjacent fire compartments or 

parts of the building are protected throughout the whole or parts of a fire‟s duration. 

Satisfactory fire and smoke spread prevention must be ensured between the tunnel and 

plant rooms, and between the tunnel and evacuation routes by means of air locks and fire 

locks. The design of a fire compartment must be such as to restrict the spread of fire and 

smoke to adjacent fire compartments during a defined period of time. Particular attention 

should be paid to penetrations, support structures and joints in order to ensure that the fire 

compartment maintains its separating function (BBR19, 2011).  

 

See SS-EN 13501 1-5 for a description of various classes of fire compartments. 

 

Fire load  

Fire loads are defined as energy per unit floor area (MJ/m
2
) within a certain room volume 

(e.g. a plant room). The fire load is given by the total quantity of energy that can be 

released by a complete fire process in relation to the floor area of the space concerned.  

 

Fire scenario 

A fire scenario is a description of the progress of a fire over time, taking account of key 

events that characterise the growth of the fire and which distinguish it from other fires. 

Such a description consists of ignition, growth of the fire, heat release rate when the fire 

is fully developed, cooling of the fire and its extinguishing, together with descriptions of 

possible routes for the fire and smoke to spread. The description also includes interaction 

with fire protection systems such as ventilation systems or fixed fire-fighting systems. 

 

Fixed fire-fighting systems  

If a fixed fire-fighting system is a condition for the design of the tunnel‟s fire protection 

system, it must be designed so that it has a high reliability of suppressing or controlling 

an initial fire and also the spread of fire between individual vehicles during a defined 

period of time. The system must activate sufficiently quickly (either manually or 

automatically) and must be designed with sufficient coverage to ensure its intended 

purpose. The properties of the system must be such as required to ensure high reliability 

of activation. It must be designed so that corrosion, thermal effects or other factors in the 

tunnel environment do not influence its reliability of functionality. Systems involving the 

use of extinguishants that can have toxic properties must be designed such as to maintain 

satisfactory personal safety. 

 

The system must be so designed that its function is not affected by fire. Its performance 

must be verified against an accepted international standard, or by means of object-specific 

trials in a tunnel having similar geometrical and ventilation conditions to those in which 

the fixed fire-fighting system is intended to be used. 

 

Heat release rate 

Heat release rate (MW) is used in the traffic areas of the tunnel as a measure of the size of 

a fire. It can also be expressed as the amount of energy released per unit of time (MJ/s). 

 

Hazardous goods 

Hazardous goods are substances that can involve a risk to health, safety, property or the 

environment when transported or used. All these substances are divided into various 

classes, depending on their particular characteristics and thus on their potential danger. 

Further information on hazardous goods can be found in the Act (2006:263) Concerning 

transport of hazardous goods, 5§. 

 

MTO analysis  
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Man-Technology-Organisation (MTO) analysis (also known as Human Factor / 

Technology / Organisation analysis), employs a package of several methods. It supports 

several parts of the quantitative analysis, as well as a choice of complementary measures. 

The following are proposals for suitable MTO analyses: 

 Task analysis  

 Human reliability analysis  

 Function analyses and manning analyses 

 

Physical life length  

All installed safety equipment must have a documented physical life length. This life 

length, together with the need for maintenance, must provide the basis for maintenance 

plans, renovations or replacement of equipment before the physical length of life is 

exceeded. 

 

Reference tunnel  

A reference tunnel is a corresponding tunnel, which has been designed on the prescriptive 

design basis. 

 

Power supply  

See TRVK, 2011, Section G4, for a description of the necessary power supply system and 

backup power supply. 

 

Refuge area  

A refuge designed as an integral fire-separated area, intended for temporary occupation 

by persons attempting to evacuate from the tunnel if they are unable to use the intended 

escape route. Refuge areas must form part of the escape route, but may be required to 

meet additional requirements over and above this. This means that they must be 

connected to a place of safety. 

 

Refuge areas must be fitted with communication facilities, e.g. an assistance telephone, 

seats for the number of persons for whom the refuge is intended, and a sign showing 

evacuation instructions and information on the position of the refuge area. 

 

A refuge area must be designed so that persons can safely remain in it until they can 

escape or be evacuated. 

 

Recommendation:  

The number of persons for whom the refuge area must provide capacity can be based on 

the expected number of persons using the escape route until evacuation to a safe place 

can continue, e.g. if they should be prevented from doing so by traffic in a parallel tunnel 

bore. 

 

Rescue service vehicles operating space  

This is a stand or parking space close to the tunnel portal for the vehicles of the rescue 

service. 

 

Recommendation: 

This parking area/assembly station should be constructed with appropriate load-carrying 

capacity as needed for the types of vehicles concerned, and should be surfaced. The 

design should also allow for the necessary space for manoeuvring of the vehicles, in 

terms of such factors as turning circle, slope, free height and width. 

The area should be capable of being made suitable for use at short notice at any time of 

year, and should not be blocked. 

 

Scenario exercise  
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The purpose of a scenario exercise is to practise and evaluate alarm and decision chains, 

as well as to estimate the overall time from the start of a fire until start of evacuation for 

the particular fire scenario. Scenario exercises are performed in the form of role-playing 

exercises, with those taking part playing roles defined in terms of various activities, their 

relationships to other activities and to the time required for the activities. This requires the 

assembly of a working group consisting of representatives from the various parties 

concerned, tunnel operators, traffic control centres, rescue services, emergency alarms, 

safety coordinators, project management etc. 

 

Self-rescue principle  

The self-rescue principle means that it must be possible, wherever persons are likely to be 

present, for them to evacuate from a dangerous situation by virtue of their own actions. 

 

For road tunnels, this means that tunnel users escaping from an emergency situation must 

be able to evacuate from the tunnel with the help of the instructions and equipment 

provided in the tunnel. A condition for this is that they must be able to evacuate from 

their vehicles and run/walk without external help.  

 

Separating and load-bearing structures  

A separating structure is a structure such as a floor or wall, including penetrations etc. and 

connections to adjacent parts of the building, intended to resist the entire duration of the 

fire or a part thereof. Separating structures must fulfil all relevant requirements in respect 

of integrity and insulation. The requirement that the structure must restrict the spread of 

fire and smoke must be applied as appropriate to the type of fire that can be expected and 

to the necessary level of protection required in the tunnel. The requirement for a load-

bearing structure is that it must be able to maintain its load-bearing capability throughout 

the duration of the fire or part thereof. 

 

Recommendation: 

The structure can be designed on the basis of various exposures to the fire, depending on 

the type of protection required and on the method of verification. The fire resistance of 

components such as doors and certain walls can be classified in accordance with ISO 

834 (see Section B.3, time-temperature curve, while an element such as a roof structure 

may require further protection and must therefore be designed in accordance with the 

temperature effect of the HC curve (see Section B.3, time-temperature curve). If 

analytical design is employed, the fire process can be described in terms of its heat 

release rate instead of the effect of temperature.  

 

Smoke control system 

If a smoke control system is a required condition for the fire protection system to operate, 

it must be designed so that it can, with high reliability, control the spread of smoke for a 

defined length of time. The system must activate sufficiently quickly, and with sufficient 

capacity, in order to ensure satisfactory fire protection. It must be able to continue to 

operate as long as power is available to the tunnel, and must also be protected against 

power failure as a result of the fire. 

 

Spalling  

Spalling is a phenomenon that can occur when concrete is heated or cooled, which means 

that parts of the concrete come away from the body of the material in a fire situation. A 

distinction is usually made between surface spalling and explosive spalling. Spalling is 

thought to be caused primarily by internal vapour pressure, high thermal stresses and 

changes in the properties of the concrete. 
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Supervisory system 

The supervisory system is a facility by which personnel in a control centre can monitor 

and control the tunnel‟s safety functions. Traffic accidents or incidents, such as stationary 

vehicles or fires, must be detectable by the control centre. It must be possible remotely to 

monitor the tunnel by such means as CCTV, and also remotely to operate the tunnel 

safety systems from the control centre. 

 

Several tunnels can be monitored from a common control centre. In the case of tunnels 

that can be monitored from several control centres, only one control centre at any time 

must be able to control the tunnel‟s safety functions. The organisation shall determine in 

advance how this control organisation shall be constructed. 

 

The purpose of supervision is to be able quickly to identify potential traffic problems and 

incidents (stationary vehicles, fire etc.). A CCTV surveillance system must be designed 

and installed in accordance with SS-EN 50132-7. 

 

Time/temperature curve (fire curve)  

Time/temperature curves are used to specify the gas temperature in an area as a function 

of time. („Fire curve‟ is a synonymous term.) The standard curves in EN 1363-1 and ISO 

834 represent that specified for a normal room fire. The HC curve was originally 

developed for fire safety on off-shore oil platforms, and represents a smaller hydrocarbon 

fire. The function of the curve is as given below: 

 

 ,  

 

with the time expressed in minutes. 

 

Tunnel manager  

As far as a public highway is concerned, the tunnel manager is the party who, under the 

Act Concerning Public Highways (1971:948), is responsible for maintaining the road, and 

who, as far as streets are concerned, is the party who, in accordance with the Planning and 

Building Act, is responsible for street maintenance. As far as other types of road are 

concerned, the tunnel authority shall appoint a tunnel manager. 

 

Training exercises  

Training exercises for rescue situations must be arranged under realistic conditions, 

bringing together the local authority organisation for rescue services, police and other 

parties involved. The results of scenario exercises can provide a basis for preparation and 

selection of training exercises. 

 

Vulnerable areas  

Tunnels may pass through or beneath especially vulnerable areas, such as those involving 

a risk of landslides, flooding or beneath built environments or water. 

 

Water and drainage systems  

Water and drainage systems are intended to drain away rainwater, water used in fire-

fighting, or water leaking from vehicles etc. These systems may be designed in 

accordance with TRVR 11, Section G.6. 
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B.4 Management, administration and 

cooperation  
 

B.4.1 Main requirement  
The tunnel manager must take necessary organisational, administrative and technical 

measures to ensure safe operation, proper maintenance and management of incidents and 

accidents. Training exercises and scenario exercises must be arranged on a scale in 

proportion to the risk picture for all tunnels
5
. 

 

In the case of tunnels that would have a more severe effect on a region-wide scale in the 

event of a longer closure, overall robustness must be maintained at a satisfactory level by 

means of cooperation with other parties, training, exercises and other measures, as well as 

through the organisation and structure created before, during and after a crisis in order to 

prevent, withstand and handle crisis situations. 

 

B.4.2 Verification 
Requirements and exercises must be fulfilled and documented as part of the systematic 

work of fire protection, in order to verify the function of physical systems and confirm 

the state of readiness of the overall organisation. 

 

B.4.3 Systematic fire prevention 
The tunnel manager must maintain continuous work of improvement of fire protection, in 

conjunction with the necessary organisation and administration, to fulfil the requirements 

specified in this guidance. The tunnel manager‟s organisation must ensure that:  

1. documents are prepared and maintained, 

2. the tunnel is maintained, 

3. exercises and scenario exercises are held, and  

4. incidents and accidents are analysed and evaluated. 

 

B.4.3.1 Instructions and responsibilities 
Regardless of the class of tunnel, there must be an organisation and instructions setting 

out details of responsibilities, required inspections and maintenance work, with a clear 

description of responsibilities for fire protection and clear instructions concerning actions 

to be taken in the event of fire. 

 

The tunnel manager must take all necessary steps in order to prevent fire and to prevent 

or limit any damage caused by it.  

 

The tunnel manager must prepare a written presentation of all fire protection measures. It 

should be supplied to the local authority and be continuously updated. 

 

Recommendation: 

Measures may be of technical, administrative or organisational character. Those of 

technical character can be such as the purchase of equipment for fire-fighting, while 

measures of administrative character can be such as ensuring that all actions and 

                                                
5  This section is based on the following legal and statutory instruments: Planning and Building 
Act, 8 Chapter, 4§, Tunnel Regulations SFS 2006:421, The Act Concerning Accident Prevention 
(2003:778) 2 Chapter. 2 §, the Tunnels Act (SFS 2006:418), the Act (1992:1403) concerning full 
defence and heightened alert and the Ordinance (2006:942) concerning emergency management 
and heightened alert. 
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measures are documented and implemented. Measures of organisational character can 

include such as training and exercises. 

 

B.4.4 Operation and maintenance 
Tunnels must be designed and constructed so that operation and maintenance of all parts 

is facilitated, and so that such parts can be inspected. The operating organisation must 

maintain a state of sufficient readiness and ability as needed to ensure good tunnel safety 

and availability by avoiding any reduction in tunnel performance. The performance 

properties of fire protection systems in the tunnel, including all their constituent parts, 

must be maintained at such a level that they always fulfil their intended purposes.  

 

Structural parts of the tunnel must be designed and constructed so that they are either: 

1. durable throughout the reasonable economic service life of the entire structure, 

2. accessible and possible to maintain, or  

3. possible to replace. 

 

B.4.4.1 Operation and maintenance plan 
The tunnel manager must provide the tunnel operator with written instructions setting out 

how and when commissioning and testing are to be formed, together with all other care, 

maintenance and inspection work. 

 

There must be a plan for maintenance and inspection of all systems and measures 

intended to fulfil fire-protection requirements. The plan must contain details of who is 

responsible, the type of maintenance or inspection to be performed, and how often this is 

to be done. 

 

Verification of function must be performed at least every sixth year. 

 

Recommendation: 

The periodic maintenance plan should cover a period of at least 30 years. 

„Commissioning‟ refers to the stage, and the activities, intended to complete and bring 

into operation buildings and their services systems to produce a fully complete and 

working unit. Coordinated functional tests to verify that all services comply with the 

applicable requirements should be performed. 

 

B.4.4.1.1 Operational status 
In order to be able to guarantee safety, it is a necessary condition that the tunnel is 

delivering its intended functional performance. If this is not the case, steps should be 

taken to maintain safety. Important safety functions must be covered by a plan setting out 

the following aspects before the tunnel is taken into operation. The meanings of „as soon 

as possible‟ and „immediately‟ for a particular tunnel are specified in Section B.4.5.2. 
Table B.1 Operational status and actions. 

Operational status Action 

Normal function and operation Continuous maintenance 

Acceptable lost function           Immediately: Safety-enhancing measures 

As soon as possible: return to normal 

function and operation 

Unacceptable lost function         Immediately: Closing the tunnel, re-routing 

of traffic 

As soon as possible: return to normal 

operation if possible and if desirable to an 

acceptable level of missing function. 
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B.4.5 Incident and accident management  
The tunnel manager must ensure that the organisation has a trained organisation to apply 

clear procedures for incident and accident management. These procedures must be 

confirmed in conjunction with other involved parties and be capable of dealing with 

events that might occur in, or in connection with, the tunnel concerned. This requirement 

applies to all tunnels. 

 

Recommendation:  

Personnel having traffic management duties should be trained in managing events that 

could occur in connection with the tunnel concerned. This can, for example, involve 

management of technical installations such as ventilation systems in the event of 

evacuation from the tunnel, manually activated fire-fighting systems and systems for 

communication with persons in the tunnel. It should be realised that management of 

incidents and accidents must be carried out while at the same time there is a greater need 

of information to the rest of the public. 

 

Cooperation with others in connection with the system includes plans for operating the 

tunnel, planning, performance and evaluation of rescue work, together with the 

preparation of safety plans and specifications for design, equipment and operation of the 

tunnel. Operating personnel and rescue personnel should have received the necessary 

training. It is assumed that the tunnel structure and equipment is maintained and 

repaired as necessary. Examples of events that are also included in such joint measures 

include diversion of traffic, closing of traffic lanes, removal of objects or stationary 

vehicles and fires in cars or goods vehicles. Traffic assistance personnel should be 

trained in first-response fire-fighting. 

 

B.4.5.1 Crisis management  
More serious accidents and fires must be dealt with effectively and safely. 

 

The tunnel must be designed to be capable of containing the risks presented to any tunnel 

by heavy goods vehicles, alternative fuels and hazardous goods.  

 

Tunnels in vulnerable areas must receive special monitoring, regardless of the class of 

tunnel. 

 

Recommendation: 

The organisation should be trained so that, when a crisis has been identified, it supports 

the work of crisis management, closing the tunnel, evacuation, diversion of traffic, 

cooperation with other parties, fire-fighting and providing information to the public. 

Preventive measures should be ranked in order of importance and be monitored. Major 

crises are generally not accepted, and so should be prevented from arising in the first 

place through suitable design and construction to as great an extent as possible. 

 

B.4.5.2 Returning the tunnel to its original condition after an 

accident  
Procedures must be in place to accelerate the work of returning the tunnel to its original 

condition after incidents, accidents or crises. Acceptable times
6
 for when diversion of 

traffic must have been arranged and when the tunnel must be back in normal service 

depend on the class of tunnel. 

 

A suitable alternative route must be available. 

                                                
6 These times will be notified by the Swedish Transport Administration or the tunnel 
administrator. 
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B.4.5.3 Control of ventilation air flow rates  
If a smoke control system is installed, it must be possible quickly to change the system 

settings in order to create favourable conditions for tunnel users escaping from the tunnel 

and for rescue work. 

 

Recommendation: 

Depending on the situation and on the type of tunnel, different ventilation strategies may 

be more suitable for particular situations. If the tunnel has a mechanical exhaust air 

system, it should be started immediately on detection of a fire. For a longitudinal 

ventilation system, the system should initially maintain an air velocity of 1.5 m/s in the 

direction of traffic, and then increasing to 3 m/s when self-rescue of persons in the tunnel 

has been completed. In the event of a traffic queue, the system should maintain a minimal 

air flow rate of somewhat over 1 m/s in the direction of traffic to ventilate away smoke, 

until everyone has escaped from the tunnel and the queue has been dispersed. 

 

B.4.6 Training exercises and scenario exercises  
The organisation must perform exercises and scenario exercises corresponding to up to 

three categories of scenarios. 

 

Training category 1: Plausible scenario. This can involve anything from traffic incidents 

to a larger fire, such as of a goods vehicle in the tunnel. This category applies for tunnels 

of Classes TA, TB and TC. 

 

Training category 2: Scenarios in which a safety system fails to operate (sensitivity 

analysis, must be manageable). This category applies for tunnels of Classes TA and TB. 

 

Training category 3: External events (plans and cost-effective systems must be 

available). This category applies for tunnels of Classes TA, TA*, TB* and TC*. 

 

Full-scale exercises must be held at least every fourth year. Partial-scale exercises and 

scenario exercises must be held at least every second year. 

 

The results of exercises and scenario exercises must be documented and evaluated. If 

necessary, they must be used to improve the tunnel‟s safety by means of organisational 

and technical responses. Special operating instructions for safety equipment and systems 

should be prepared for use by the police and rescue services, as well as by all operating 

personnel concerned, in order to ensure that the tunnel safety equipment is operated 

safely and effectively in the event of possible emergency situations. 

 

Recommendation: 

Completed exercises and scenario exercises can be used to optimise the choice of future 

scenario exercises and training exercises, in order to stretch and improve the 

organisation. 

 

B.4.6.1 Requirements for MTO analyses  
MTO analyses must be performed for Class TA tunnels. 

 

Recommendation: 

MTO activities should be performed as needed to support quantitative analyses. 

Experience from larger tunnel projects that have included MTO analyses can provide a 

basis for the analyses. 
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B.4.7 Plans, procedures and training  
Plans for emergency management must be prepared, and personnel concerned be 

regularly trained in incident management and tunnel evacuation exercises.  

An action plan for rescue work must be prepared. In particular, the plan must allow for 

the needs of physically handicapped persons. The plan must also include description of 

how accidents and serious near-misses are to be reported by the tunnel organisation. 

Serious near-accidents that have occurred must be documented, analysed and evaluated, 

as must the results of exercises and rescue actions.  

A plan must be prepared for dealing with traffic flow problems and diversion of traffic. 
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B.5 Fire and smoke spread prevention 
 

B.5.1 Main requirement  
Tunnels must provide protection against the occurrence, growth and spread of fire and 

smoke within the structure
7
. 

 

Escape routes, response routes and refuge areas must be provided with special fire and 

smoke spread prevention. 

 

B.5.2 Verification  
The tunnel‟s fire and smoke spread prevention can be verified by means of analytical 

methods. 

 

B.5.3 Protection against the occurrence of fire  
Protection against the occurrence of fire can be by means of technical or organisational 

measures. This section describes the technical aspect: the organisational aspect is dealt 

with in Section B.4. 

 

B.5.3.1 Robustness  
The reliability of the entire tunnel system and all subsystems must be high. The total time 

required to restore the tunnel to use must be limited in accordance with the tunnel 

manager‟s recommendations for each individual tunnel, as described in Section B.4.5.2. 

Tunnels must be provided with monitoring of operational functions. 

 

Recommendation: 

The tunnel and its systems should be continuously maintained, Appropriate procedures 

should ensure maintenance of high safety levels while the tunnel is being repaired or in 

the event of system failures. Verification that robustness requirements are being met can 

be effected by means of training exercises and scenario exercises. 

 

B.5.3.1.1 Reliable safety systems  
Safety systems must be designed with such properties as needed to ensure that they 

deliver their intended function with high reliability. Systems must be designed and 

installed so that their reliability is not affected by corrosion, thermal effects or other 

factors in the tunnel environment. A local fault must not affect safety functions outside 

the immediate vicinity of the damage. 

 

Recommendation: 

Efforts should be made to minimise the extent of any consequential effects: lighting 

fittings for escape routes, for example, can be connected alternately to different electrical 

supply systems. 

 

Any equipment or system of which its performance is essential during evacuation or 

rescue work must be designed to withstand the effect of fire in accordance with D.4.4 in 

TRVK, Tunnel 11, up to a temperature of 250 °C. 

 

                                                
7 This section refers primarily to the Planning and Building Regulation, 3 Chapter, 8§_2, the 
Planning and Building Act and National Board of Housing, Building and Planning’s Regulations and 
General Guidelines Concerning Safety in Road Tunnels. 
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B.5.3.1.2 Redundant power supplies  
Tunnels must be provided with back-up power supplies in order to ensure that safety 

equipment for evacuation from the tunnel continues to work until all tunnel users have 

escaped from the tunnel. 

 

Recommendation: 

Means of achieving power supply redundancy can be specific protection of sensitive 

equipment or separation of independent systems.  

 

The tunnel safety functions must not be affected by any isolated fault in the power supply 

system. 

 

Recommendation: 

UPS and transformers should not be placed in the same fire compartment. 

 

B.5.3.2 Tunnel equipment and systems   
The occurrence of fire in tunnel equipment must be limited. 

 

Recommendation: 

Tunnel equipment should be designed and constructed with high protection against the 

occurrence of fire. This should be confirmed by CE-marking or other equivalent product 

certification. 

 

B.5.3.3 Tunnel lighting  
Lighting must be arranged so that tunnel users‟ vision is satisfactory both in the entry 

zone and in the interior of Class TA, TB and TC tunnels, whether during the day or 

during the night. 

 

The lowest average value of lighting levels must be 200 lux, measured at a height of 2 m 

above the centre of the carriageway. Tunnel Classes TA, TB and TC must have back-up 

lighting to ensure sufficient vision for tunnel users in the event of a power failure. 

 

Recommendation: 

Aspects that should be considered include arranging the position of lights and changes in 

light level at the tunnel entrances and exits, at different times of day and under different 

weather conditions. Screening can be used to provide a longer transition zone at the 

entrances and exits. 

 

B.5.3.4 Traffic management  
Traffic must be managed in a safe and efficient manner in order to minimise the risk of 

traffic accidents. The purpose of traffic management is to achieve high availability and 

high traffic safety. The target is a steady flow of moving vehicles at a steady speed with 

safe distances between them. 

 

B.5.3.4.1 CCTV  
Class TA and TB tunnels must be equipped with TV monitoring and alarm systems for 

safety and traffic incidents. 

 

B.5.3.4.2 Monitoring system  
Class TA tunnels must have a monitoring system.  

 

B.5.3.4.3 Traffic control system  
Class TA tunnels must have a traffic control system. 
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Recommendation: 

Examples of ways of controlling the traffic can be traffic monitoring functions for the 

detection of queues, generating an automatic alarm in the event of a queue, together with 

a queue warning system, or speed monitoring equipment with an automatic alarm that 

triggers suitable signs, or a marked safety distance between vehicles, and variable speed 

and warning signs. 

 

B.5.3.4.4 Traffic assistance  
Recommendation: 

Traffic assistance should be provided for all Class TA tunnels. 

 

B.5.3.4.5 Routines for removal of obstacles  
Temporary obstacles, such as items that have fallen off vehicles or stationary vehicles. 

should be removed as quickly as possible in order to minimise their risks. Routines for 

removing obstacles must be available for all tunnels. 

 

Recommendation: 

Obstacles can be removed using a „traffic assistance‟ service.  

 

B.5.3.4.6 Traffic information system  
Accidents and near-accidents must be effectively communicated to drivers in the tunnel 

in order to ensure safe response. Class TA tunnels must include signage for information 

to drivers. 

 

Recommendation: 

Class TB tunnels should be equipped with active information signs for providing 

information on accidents and near-accidents. 

The following systems should be provided in Class TA tunnels for communication and for 

avoidance of traffic problems: traffic information and control systems, 

radio/loudspeakers, road management signs for such purposes as diversion of traffic, and 

queue warning systems. Equipment to stop vehicles in the tunnel should be provided at 

intervals of at least 1000 m. If suitably designed, information systems can also be used as 

fire alarms. 

 

B.5.3.4.7 Closing the tunnel  
It must be possible to close Class TA and Class TB tunnels to incoming traffic without 

delay. 

 

Recommendation: 

Entry signals and entry barriers should be used together in order to close a tunnel. 

 

B.5.3.4.8 Emergency lay-bys  
Tunnels longer than 1000 m, carrying two-way traffic and with a traffic flow exceeding 

4000 vehicles per day, and in which there is no emergency lane, must have emergency 

lay-by positions at distances not exceeding 500 m apart. This requirement applies if it can 

be arranged at a reasonable cost. 

 

B.5.3.4.9 Ban on overtaking  
A ban on overtaking by heavy vehicles must be considered for all tunnels. 

 

Recommendation: 

Overtaking should be forbidden to the extent that is reasonable or necessary in order to 

maintain a sufficient level of fire safety. 
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B.5.3.4.10 Hazardous goods  
To a reasonable extent, the tunnel must accept a potential threat resulting from fires or 

explosions involving hazardous goods. 

 

If Class 1 or Class 2 transports, as defined in the Regulation Concerning the Transport of 

Hazardous Goods, SFS 1982:923, are to be allowed in the tunnel, the associated need for 

special measures must be investigated and evaluated by a special investigation. 

 

Other classes of hazardous goods require special construction features where the 

consequences of a fire or explosion resulting from an accident would be particularly 

severe, such as in tunnels under water or directly underneath buildings. Necessary 

restrictions and protective measures in such tunnels must be decided after special 

investigation. 

 

Recommendation: 

Special measures can be of physical character, such as water and drainage systems or 

specially treated asphalt, or of organisational character, such as allowing the passage of 

hazardous goods traffic only during certain times of the day with little other traffic. 

 

B.5.3.5 Tunnel design  
Tunnels with annual average daily traffic levels exceeding 15 000 must be designed and 

constructed so that each tunnel bore carries only one-way traffic.  

The tunnel design should be such as to contribute to good safety levels. 

 

Recommendation: 

Inclines should not exceed 5 %. 

Aspects to be considered include the carriageway surface, carriageway marking, 

perceived safety and visibility.  

If there are sharp bends or curves in the line of the tunnel, special measures such as a 

wider road surface, road markings or speed limits should be considered. Steep inclines 

can increase the risk of fire, particularly in the case of heavy vehicles. Special measures 

should be considered in such cases.  

Consider safety-enhancement measures if there are intersections or entry or exit ramps in 

the tunnel. 

 

B.5.3.6 Water and drainage systems  
Class TA and TB tunnels must be designed so that any spilt fire-hazardous or toxic 

liquids can be carried away by suitably designed drainage systems that prevent the spread 

of fire or fire-hazardous or toxic liquids within the tunnel or between tunnel bores. Water 

used for fire-fighting must not result in flooding. 

 

B.5.4 Fire and smoke spread prevention  
Recommendation 

Linings and cladding with rated fire resistances, fire compartment division and fire-

fighting installations are examples of protective measures that can limit the development 

and spread of fire and smoke within the tunnel or system of tunnels. 

 

B.5.4.1 Fire compartments  
Each tunnel bore, escape route, refuge area or other areas shall consist of separate fire 

compartments. 

 

Doors must be self-closing. 
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Recommendation 

Tunnel bores, escape routes and refuge areas should be of at least fire compartment 

separating Class EI 60. If protection is provided in the tunnel by a fixed fire-fighting 

system, Class E 30 is sufficient. 

Doors used on escape routes should be of at least Class EI 60-SaC: Class E 30-SaC is 

sufficient if the tunnel is protected by a fixed fire-fighting system. Fire compartmentation 

protection can be maintained by the use of several doors which together achieve the time 

requirements, provided that all doors are rated with additional Class -SaC. Doors to 

other areas should be of no lower than Class EI 30-SaC. 

Escape routes in connection with each other should be separated so that only one of them 

can be smoke-filled or blocked as a result of the same fire. 

Doors between two escape routes should be of not less than Class E 30-SmC. 

Fire compartment protection for other areas should be of not less than Class EI 30 

construction. 

 

Temperature/time rates given above apply for the standard curve. 

 

Measures must be taken to limit the penetration of smoke into the opposite tunnel bore 

via the tunnel portals. 

 

Recommendation: 

In order to limit the diffusion of smoke into the tunnel bore not affected by the fire, one 

solution can be the reversal of direction of flow of jet fans in the tunnel bore. Another 

measure can be to position the tunnel bores so that they are not beside each other, so that 

smoke cannot find their way from one bore to the other via the tunnel portals. 

 

B.5.4.2 Linings and surface cladding  
Materials in roofs, ceilings, walls, floors and fixed equipment must have such properties, 

or must be included in parts of the structure in such a manner, that they 

– are difficult to ignite, 

– do not assist the rapid spread of fire, 

– do not quickly evolve large quantities of heat or smoke, 

– are not deformed by slight effects of fire in such a way as to present a danger, 

– do not fall, or in any other way change, such as to increase the risk of personal 

injury, 

– do not melt and drip molten materials outside the immediate vicinity of the seat 

of the fire. 

 

Requirements applicable to materials depend on the evolved quantity of heat and smoke 

that can be accepted in the tunnel. 

 

Recommendation: 

The traffic areas, escape routes, response routes and refuge areas can be designed and 

constructed in accordance with the following requirements: 

- Ceiling surfaces should have a surface layer not less than Class B-s1,d0, secured to a 

Class A2-s1,d0 material, or a Class K210/B-s1,d0 cladding . 

- A wall surface should be of not less than Class C-s2,d0. 

 

Other areas can be designed and constructed in accordance with the following 

requirements: 

-  Ceiling surfaces should have a surface layer not less than Class C-s2,d0, secured to a 

Class A2-s1,d0 material, or a Class K210/B-s1,d0 cladding. 

-  A wall surface should be of not less than Class D-s2,d0. 
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-  Fixed equipment should have a fire resistance rating of not less than the same class, or 

have corresponding fire resistance properties to that of the material to which the fixed 

equipment is secured. 

-  Pipe insulation should be of classes as shown in the table below: 

 

 

Surface layer class of 

adjacent ceiling or wall 

surface 

Surface layer class requirement for pipe insulation 

Occupying more than 20 % 

of the adjacent wall or 

ceiling surface 

Occupying less than 20 % 

of the adjacent wall or 

ceiling surface 

A2-s1,d0 A2L-s1,d0 BL-s1,d0 

B-s1,d0 BL-s1 BL-s1,d0 

C-s2,d0 CL-s2,d0 CL-s3,d0 

D-s2,d0 DL-s2,d0 DL-s3,d0 

 

Floor surfaces on escape routes must have only a slight tendency to spread fire and evolve 

smoke. 

 

Recommendation 

Floor coverings on an escape route should be of not less than Class Cfl-s1.  

 

B.5.4.3 Spread of fire in concealed combustible materials  
Fire-separating structures in the tunnel must prevent the penetration of flames and gases, 

and have such thermal insulation performance that the temperature on the side away from 

the fire does not risk any spread of fire in combustible materials on that side. 

 

Recommendation: 

SP Report 2008:13, „Methodology for Verifying the Spread of Fire in Road Tunnel 

Structures‟ provides a methodology for evaluating the risk of spread of fire in covered 

combustible materials. 

 

B.5.4.4 Smoke control systems  
Class TA and TB tunnels must be designed with a ventilation system that limits the 

spread of smoke within the tunnel. The design and performance of the ventilation system 

must also be such as to facilitate evacuation and rescue work. 

 

Recommendation 

The smoke control system can be designed in accordance with the instructions described 

in Sections 6.5.5 and B.7.6.2. 

Table B.2 Recommendation for surface cladding class for pipe insulation. 
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B.6 Means for evacuation  
In the event of a fire, it must be possible for anyone in the tunnel to be able to reach 

safety. The starting point for this is that everyone must leave the tunnel if a fire occurs. 

This means that they must be able to understand the situation and be able to decide to 

evacuate from the tunnel, as well as being able to move to a place of safety. The 

availability of clear and safe escape routes is one of the possibilities of evacuation offered 

in a fire. Information to the tunnel users forms an important part of the process of a safe 

evacuation, which means that systems that assist tunnel users to make a decision on 

evacuation are therefore important for the whole.  

 

B.6.1 Main requirement  
Tunnels must be designed so that they offer the possibility of satisfactory evacuation in 

the event of fire. In this context, „satisfactory evacuation‟ means that those escaping from 

the fire are acceptably protected from falling parts of the structure, high temperatures, 

high heat flux, toxic gases or poor visibility, any of which could impede evacuation to a 

place of safety
8
. 

 

Recommendation: 

The starting point for this requirement is that account should be taken of the needs of 

persons suffering from physical disabilities when analysing the possibilities for 

evacuation. 

 

B.6.2 Verification  
The ability to escape from a fire may be verified either by a prescriptive approach (1), or 

by analytical methods (2) in order to verify sufficient safety. Analytical methods should 

either start from the assumption that evacuation must be possible without exceeding 

defined acceptable exposure levels for a number of representative scenarios (2a), or from 

the requirement that the frequency of injuries to persons caused by plausible accidents 

must not exceed acceptable levels (2b). 

 

B.6.3 Escape route access 
 

B.6.3.1 Emergency walkway 
Tunnels not having an emergency lane must have an emergency walkway that can be 

used by persons in the tunnel in the event of breakdowns or accidents. Tunnels less than 

300 m long do not need to have an emergency walkway. Requirements for permissible 

inclines for roads apply also to the footways: see VGU. 

 

Recommendation: 

An emergency walkway should be at least 1.0 m wide.  

 

B.6.3.2 Distance to escape points  
The distance to an escape route must be such that persons can manage to reach it and 

escape from the tunnel before critical conditions arise. The distance between two adjacent 

emergency exits must not exceed 150 m. However, 200 m can be accepted for exits 

closest to the tunnel portals, and for tunnels up to 600 m long. 

                                                
8  This section concerning the means for evacuation from a fire comes from the Planning and 
Building Regulation 3 Chapter, 8§_4, the Act (2006:418) and Regulation (2006:421) concerning 
tunnel safety and National Board of Housing, Building and Planning’s Regulations and General 
Guidelines Concerning Safety in Road Tunnels. Certain detailed requirements are taken from the 
Building Regulations and from earlier tunnel standards such as Tunnel 04 and Tunnel 11. 
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B.6.4 Design of escape routes  
Escape routes must be designed with such space and ease of passage that they can meet 

the needs of the persons for whom they are intended. They must be designed with 

sufficient space to accommodate wheelchairs and stretchers at all points along their route. 

 

B.6.4.1 Footway surfaces on escape routes  
Footway surfaces on escape routes must be designed so as to reduce the risk of slipping 

or tripping. If inclines, water, spilt liquids or accumulation of ice on an escape route 

increases the risk of slipping, the material of the surface must be chosen such as to 

minimise this risk. Unexpected changes in the grip of the surface material must be 

avoided, particularly where the direction changes. Surfaces must be designed without 

unexpected small changes in level, unevenness or low obstacles that could be difficult to 

notice. 

 

Recommendation: 

Dry footway surfaces should have a coefficient of friction of at least 0.30, as measured in 

accordance with SS-EN 13 893. 

Ramps and steps should have handrails on both sides, mounted at a height of 0.9 m. It 

should be possible to hold the handrail where it passes its fixing point. 

The distance between a door and step(s) or ramp should be at least 0.8 m. 

 

B.6.4.2 Width of escape routes  
Escape routes must be sufficiently wide to ensure that queues do not form on them. 

 

Recommendation: 

Escape routes should have an unrestricted width of at least 1.20 m. Handrails etc. must 

not encroach upon this width by more than 0.10 m per side. Escape routes should have a 

free height of at least 2.0 m, and door openings should have a free width of at least 

0.90 m. 

 

B.6.4.3 Stairs/steps and ramps on escape routes  
As far as possible, steep inclines or stairs should be avoided on escape routes.  

 

Ramps and stairs/steps on escape routes must provide support in the form of handrails. 

The handrails must be easy to hold. 

 

Recommendation: 

Stairs should be avoided. The slope of escape routes should not exceed 8 %. Additional 

measures should be taken where slopes exceed 3 %, such as level stretches to provide a 

break from the slope. These stretches should be provided as shown in Table B.3-1, TRVK 

Tunnel 11. Interpolation between the values shown in the table can be permitted. Level 

stresses should be at least 2 m long, and have a slope not exceeding 2 %. 

 

B.6.4.4 Doors  
Doors to be used on escape routes must open outwards in the direction of escape and 

must be easy to identify as exits. Inward-opening doors may be used only if the 

alternative would be for the door to open outwards into a traffic area. Other types of doors 

may be used if they can provide the same level of safety as hinged doors.  

 

Doors on escape routes must be easy to open and to pass through. Doors to be used on 

escape routes must not be locked. 
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Thresholds for doors on escape routes must be such as can be negotiated by persons with 

physical disabilities. 

 

Recommendation: 

It should be possible to open doors without significant previous knowledge of how this is 

to be done. If necessary, means should be provided clearly to indicate how the door can 

be opened.  

It should be possible to open the door by means of a pushbar that is pushed downwards, 

or by pushing the door outwards. Opening hardware fittings should be mounted with a 

centre height between 0.80 and 1.20 m above floor level. The maximum force needed to 

open a door should be appropriate for the type of opening device in use. 

–  For pushbars, the vertical force should not exceed 70 N. This applies, for example, for 

pushbars in accordance with SS-EN 179. The force to open a door should not exceed 

150 N. 

–  For pressure pads, the opening force should not exceed 150 N. This applies, for 

example, for pressure pads in accordance with SS-EN 179. 

–  A higher opening force can be accepted for larger opening devices, such as entire 

doors or panic exit devices, but not exceeding 220 N for the opening function or 150 N 

for continued opening of the door. This applies, for example, for emergency exit door 

fittings in accordance with SS-EN 1125. 

 

B.6.5 Technical installations  
 

B.6.5.1 Fire and evacuation alarm  
Class TA and TB tunnels must be equipped with fire and evacuation alarm triggered by 

an automatic fire detection system or from the control centre. 

 

B.6.5.2 Guide markings  
Guide markings must be provided so that evacuation is not prevented by difficulties of 

finding one‟s location in the tunnel. This function must be maintained even if evacuation 

is assumed to be from an environment in which smoke is present. 

 

Guide marking systems must have their own assured power supply, equivalent to that of 

power supply for emergency lighting. 

 

Guide markings must be displayed adjacent to doors intended for evacuation. 

 

Signs must be designed in accordance with the E28 and E29 road marking regulations, 

and must be easy to see. 

 

Recommendation: 

Signs with guide markings (evacuation signs) should be installed in the tunnel at not 

more than 25 m apart and at a height of not more than 1.5 m above the road surface. In 

addition, they must be mounted above doors to the escape route. Signs should be mounted 

on both sides of the tunnel, and should be lit by interior lighting. 

The height of a sign (the height of the green area) can be calculated from the following 

formula: 

Height [m] = Viewing distance [m]/200.  

This assumes that the sign is wider than it is high. The least height should be 0.10 m, 

except for signs over doors to the escape route, which should have a least height of 

0.20 m. 

The luminance of a sign should be at least 80 cd/m
2
 as measured on the least bright part 

of the white areas, corresponding approximately to at least 11 cd/m
2
 on the most poorly 
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lit part of the green area. The contrast between the surroundings and the average 

luminance of the sign can be about 1:20. 

 

B.6.5.3 General lighting and backup lighting  
Tunnels and escape routes must have general lighting of satisfactory reliability. Places of 

safety must have general lighting. Lighting must be of such intensity and uniformity that 

persons can move safely. Exits to escape routes must have stronger lighting. 

 

Recommendation: 

Tunnels should have backup lighting systems in accordance with the requirements of 

VGU.  

The lighting intensity of general lighting in connection with evacuation from the tunnel 

should not be less than 200 lux on average in plant areas, and not less than 40 lux along 

escape routes. Fixed lighting should not be dazzling.  

Lighting along escape routes should be designed in accordance with TRVK Tunnel 11 

G3.2.5 and G3.2.6. 

 

B.6.5.4 Emergency lighting  
Emergency lighting must be provided so that, in an emergency situation, persons can 

evacuate from the tunnel on foot. Escape routes must have emergency lighting. 

Emergency lighting must operate for at least 60 minutes in the event of a power failure. 

 

Recommendation: 

Emergency lighting luminaires should be installed at a height of not more than 1.5 m 

above ground, and should be spaced at not more than 25 m intervals.  

Emergency lighting can be provided in accordance with the recommendation for lighting 

escape routes given in SS-EN 1838 and EN 16276. Lighting intensity should not be less 

than 2 lux along the centre line of the escape route. In order to reduce the risk of 

tripping, lighting intensity on staircases should be at least 5 lux along the walking area. 

Emergency lighting should reach at least 50 % of the required lighting intensity within 

five seconds, and reach the required lighting intensity within 60 seconds.  

Electric wiring for emergency lighting should be run separately from other cables, and be 

of fire resistance class EI 30, or have corresponding fire resistance. Emergency lighting 

along the escape routes should not go out as a result of fire in the tunnel. Emergency 

lighting is assumed to continue to work even if a fire occurs in plant room areas. 

 

B.6.5.5 Smoke control system 
For tunnels with a smoke control system, the system must respond to the risk situation 

during evacuation from the tunnel and rescue services after a fire has been identified. It 

must be possible to control the system to achieve the desired function. An automatic fire 

detection system must be installed if operation of the smoke control system is not 

automatic. 

 

Recommendation: 

 

The requirements of SS-EN 12101-3 should be followed when designing the smoke 

control system. Special protection for escape routes, response routes and refuge areas 

can be fire locks and/or air pressurized. Examples of design parameters for differential 

pressure systems are given in SS-EN 12101-6. 

 

Class TA and TB tunnels should have separating walls between the traffic directions. 

Smoke control systems can be selected in accordance with the following criteria: 

 Unless ventilation is required for other reasons, Class TC tunnels may be built 

without smoke control and mechanical ventilation systems. 
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 Class TA and TB tunnels should have smoke control systems capable of creating 

safe conditions upstream of a fire. 

 Tunnels having smoke control systems and with two-directional traffic should 

have full or semi- transverse smoke control system capable of ensuring safe 

conditions upstream and downstream of a fire. 

 Class TA tunnels, having ventilation systems and in which there is a significant 

possibility of queue formation, should have full or semi- transverse ventilation. 

 Tunnels having smoke control systems, and in which fixed fire-fighting system is 

installed, may be equipped with only longitudinal ventilation. 

 

For tunnels with ventilation systems, control of the system should be such as to assist 

evacuation and the work of the rescue services after a fire has been identified. It should 

be possible to control tunnel ventilation to achieve the desired function. An automatic fire 

detection system should be installed if operation of the smoke control system is not 

automatic.  

 

The ventilation system should be so designed, and have such capacity, that smoke can be 

managed as follows. The necessary ventilation air speed is the average air velocity 

across the entire tunnel cross-section that is needed in order to prevent the formation of a 

smoke front upstream from the fire. 

 

Longitudinal ventilation systems should be designed, and have such a capacity, that a fire 

ventilation air velocity of at least 3 m/s can be established against fires with a heat 

release rate of up to 100 MW. The purpose is to assist evacuation and fire-fighting in 

cases where there is nobody downstream of the fire. If there are persons downstream of 

the fire, the ventilation air velocity should be minimal. 

 

Systems for full or semi- transverse ventilation should be so designed, and have such a 

capacity, that the spread of smoke is limited to a distance of 100 m as measured from the 

starting place of the fire for heat release rates up to 20 MW. The main purpose of this is 

to assist evacuation of persons downstream and upstream of the fire. When designing full 

or semi- transverse ventilation systems, the requirements of SS-EN 12101-3 should be 

followed. 

 

When designing ventilation systems, the effect of sprinkler systems should also be 

considered. 

 

B.6.6 Communication to tunnel users in an emergency 

situation 
It must be possible to communicate information on dangers in the tunnel by means of a 

suitable system, together with information on the options available for appropriate action. 

Class TA and Class TB tunnels must include systems and equipment to provide tunnel 

users with information on evacuation. These systems must be designed so that at least two 

types of signals (visual and acoustic) can be used to convey information. 

 

Recommendation: 

The presentation of information to tunnel users should be based on users‟ need for 

information at their particular position in the tunnel. There are essentially five groups of 

tunnel users who should be considered: 

1. Drivers approaching the tunnel or in the tunnel. This group needs to be 

persuaded to stop their vehicles and, if possible, to avoid entering the tunnel. 

Appropriate actions to affect this are physical obstacles, such as a barrier, traffic 

announcements on public radio channels, variable information signs, warning 

lights and traffic lights. 
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2. Drivers who have stopped their vehicles, but who are still in them. This group 

needs to be told that a fire has occurred in the tunnel, and that they should leave 

their vehicles. Ways of doing this include variable information signs, switching 

on brighter lighting at exits, information on car radios and fire alarm. 

3. Vehicle drivers and passengers who have left their vehicles and are escaping on 

foot. This group needs information on where escape routes are, and how they 

should be used. Ways of doing this include fire alarms (oral message), guidance 

marking and lighting of emergency doors. Information on emergency telephones, 

alarm signals etc. should be provided in the escape routes. Doors to a place of 

safety that is actually a parallel tunnel bore should have appropriate warning 

signs that there could be traffic behind the door. 

4. If another tunnel bore is being used for escape, information is needed in order to 

ensure that that tunnel bore is closed and traffic wishing to use it is diverted. 

5. Drivers ahead of the accident site need information to enable them to clear away 

from the accident site as quickly as possible.   

 

When using voice messages, their audibility should be considered against the effects of 

other functions, such as operation of smoke control systems. 

 

B.6.6.1 Emergency telephones  
Escape routes from tunnels must have emergency telephones. Telephones must also be 

provided at the tunnel portals. Telephones must be mounted on the right-hand side of the 

road. 
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B.7 Means for rescue operations  
 

B.7.1 Main requirement  
The tunnel must be so designed that it is possible to perform rescue work with a 

satisfactory level of safety. A rescue plan must be drawn up in conjunction with the local 

rescue service. A rescue plan must also be available covering the construction stage of the 

tunnel
9
. 

 

Recommendation: 

Rescue work should consist of work to save lives, property and the environment. It can be 

performed by the local rescue service, the tunnel administration‟s own personnel, or by 

others. 

The requirement for a rescue service can be identified by scenario exercises with other 

parties concerned. At least one fire scenario should be included. 

 

B.7.2 Verification  
Recommendation: 

Verification of possibilities for rescue work can be through scenario exercises, physical 

training or by other means. 

 

B.7.3 Locating the position of a fire  
It must be straightforward to locate the position of a fire. 

 

Recommendation: 

Class TA and Class TB tunnels should incorporate a system that makes it possible to 

locate the position of a fire. This can be done by means of numbering the escape routes, 

television monitoring (CCTV), the use of a detection system or in-use indicators for 

manual fire extinguishers, escape route doors and emergency telephones. 

 

B.7.4 Access for rescue services  
 

B.7.4.1 Response road  
If the roads in the area do not provide access, a special response road must be arranged, 

providing easy access to the site. 

 

B.7.4.2 Access outside the tunnel  
At each portal of tunnels having more than one tunnel bore there must be a crossing point 

between the carriageways that can be used by rescue service vehicles. A parking 

bay/mustering bay must be provided for the rescue service‟s vehicles. 

 

B.7.5 Response points  
The distance between response points in the tunnel must be decided after consultation 

with the local rescue service, paying particular attention to the fact that the response point 

must also be able to serve as a retreat route for the rescue service personnel. The distance 

between response points must not exceed 250 m. 

 

Recommendation: 

Response points can be provided by the escape point. The distance between response 

                                                
9This section is based on the Planning and Building Regulation 3 Chapter, 8§_5, National Board of 
Housing, Building and Planning’s Regulations and General Guidelines Concerning Safety in Road 
Tunnels, and on previous tunnel standards. 
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points in the tunnel depends on the capacity of the rescue service, but should not exceed 

150 m. Close to the tunnel portals, and for tunnels up to 600 m long, the distance should 

not exceed 200 m. 

 

B.7.6 Installed facilities for fire-fighting and rescue 

actions  
 

B.7.6.1 Fire-fighting equipment  
Equipment for fighting fires must be available in the tunnels. At least two manual fire 

extinguishers must be accessible at the tunnel portals, at emergency lay-by positions, and 

at escape routes. A connection for fire-fighting water supply must be provided in 

connection to response points.  

 

Recommendation: 

Manual fire extinguishers should be placed on each side of the carriageway, unless the 

tunnel bore has only one vehicle lane, in which case it is sufficient to mount the 

extinguishers on the right-hand side. Connections to a supply of fire-fighting water can 

be arranged either as a system of fire hydrants or dry mains passing through fire 

compartment boundaries. A system of fire hydrants should be installed unless the tunnel 

incorporates an automatic fire-fighting system. Connections for fire-fighting water 

supplies should be in accordance with the requirements of SS 3112. A system of fire 

hydrants should be capable of delivering at least 1200 l/minute.  

 

B.7.6.2 Smoke control system 
If a ventilation system is installed, it must have adequate capacity to be able to assist a 

rescue action. 

 

Recommendation: 

The minimum air velocity needed in order to avoid backlayering of smoke upstream of the 

fire should be 3 m/s.  

 

B.7.7 Emergency stations 
Emergency stations must be provided at the tunnel portals and at a certain distance apart 

within the tunnel. Emergency stations must be installed on each side of the tunnel bore if 

the bore is carrying two or more traffic lanes. 

 

Recommendations: 

Emergency stations should be installed close to escape routes, but not more than 150 m 

and 200 m from the tunnel portals. 

 

B.7.8 Rescue actions:  planning and exercises  
The rescue service must be given the opportunity to perform training exercises in tunnels 

together with the tunnel‟s operating organisation, and to take part in relevant exercises as 

described in Section B.4.6. In conjunction with the tunnel operator, the rescue service 

must develop incident action plans, practise them, and evaluate the results in order to 

improve response. See also Section B.4.7. 

 

B.7.9 Communication systems for the rescue service  
Rescue services must be able to communicate by radio in tunnels.  
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B.8 Structural stability in fires  
 

B.8.1 Main requirement  
The tunnel must be designed so that its structural stability under fire conditions can be 

assumed to be maintained throughout the fire
10

. 

 

B.8.2 Verification  
Load-carrying capacity during a fire must be verified by means of testing or investigation. 

Design must start either from collapse not occurring for a number of representative 

scenarios, or from the probability of collapse of individual parts of the structure not 

exceeding acceptable levels. When verifying by means of scenario analyses, all the 

specified scenarios must be withstood without any collapse occurring; see Section B.10. 

Analytical methods must start from the premise that the progress of a fire and associated 

gas temperature evolution in the tunnel develop in accordance with the conditions that 

can be expected to occur. Analytical methods must start from the values given in Table 

B.5. 

 

B.8.3 Main load-bearing systems  
The main load-bearing systems for traffic areas must be designed to withstand the effects 

of fire. 

 

The loading for which the main load-bearing system is designed must correspond to the 

design load with allowance for all permanent and temporary loads due to the design, 

construction and/or the position of the tunnel. 

 

The effects of thermal deformation on the tunnel cross-section must be included in the 

assessment. 

 

The effect of temperature rise on the material, including non-stressed reinforcement and 

tensioned reinforcement in the load-bearing system, must be considered in the 

assessment. 

 

The risk of spalling of concrete structures or of sprayed concrete in traffic areas must be 

considered. 

 

The risks of collapse in Tunnels sensitive to collapse must be particularly considered. 

 

Recommendation: 

Loads should be calculated in accordance with the requirements in the National Board of 

Housing, Building and Planning‟s Regulations and General Guidelines For Application 

of the European Construction Standards, EuroCodes (BFS 2011:10), EKS.  

The main load-bearing system generally consists of the tunnel roof and walls. 

The tunnel should not have to be closed due to repair or new building work for any 

longer period than is acceptable; see Sections B.4.5.2 and B.4.4.1.1. 

Main load-bearing systems in traffic areas should be designed to withstand the following 

fire loads (Table B.3). 
Table B.3  Proposals for time/temperature curves for prescriptive design. 

Tunnel class Not sensitive to collapse Sensitive to collapse 

                                                
10  This main requirement refers to the Planning and Building Regulation 3 Chapter, 8§_1. This is a 
general requirement that provides a general level of safety to persons, to the rescue and fire-
fighting personnel and residual safety, i.e. residual load integrity after a fire. 
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TA 120 minutes, HC-curve  180 minutes, HC-curve 

TB 90 minutes, HC-curve 180 minutes, HC-curve 

TC  60 minutes, HC-curve 180 minutes, HC-curve 

 

In the case of tunnels through rock, verification of the load-bearing capacity of the main 

load-bearing system is required only if this is partly or wholly assured by means of some 

reinforcing structure. 

 

B.8.4 Other load-bearing structures and tunnel 

infrastructure  
Load-bearing structures that are not part of the main load-bearing structure, but on which 

other important functions are dependent, must be designed to withstand the fire load that 

can be expected to arise. 

 

Recommendation: 

Fire exposure in areas other than the tunnel bore should correspond to at least 60 

minutes‟ exposure in accordance with the standard fire curve. Exposure in the tunnel 

bore should correspond to the requirements in the general guidelines in 22 §.  

 

The load-bearing structures to which the regulation refers can be tunnel plant rooms, 

response routes, escape routes or refuge areas. 

 

Appropriate parts of the National Board of Housing, Building and Planning‟s regulations 

and general guidelines on application of European construction standards, EuroCodes 

(EKS-8, 2011) can be applied. 
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B.9 Fire and smoke spread prevention of 

nearby structures  
 

B.9.1 Main requirement  
The spread of fire to nearby structures must be limited

11
. This requirement applies for all 

tunnels (TA, TB and TC).  Examples of nearby buildings can include properties above, 

beside or close to the tunnel portals, or properties close to ventilation shafts. 

 

Recommendation: 

This requirement can be met by means of a separating structure or by arranging 

sufficient distance to nearby properties so that the incident radiant flux does not exceed 

15 kW/m
2
 over a period of 30 minutes from the start of the fire. 

 

B.9.2 Verification  
Analytical design must be employed. 

 

B.9.3 Prevention of other risks  
Emission of smoke must not create secondary risks. 

 

Recommendation: 

Smoke emissions should not occur close to the air intakes of other buildings or structures. 

 

                                                
11 This main requirement refers to the Planning and Building Regulation 3 Chapter, 8§_3. 
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B.10 Recommendation for analytical design by 

scenario analysis  
Recommendations in this guidance can be used as a basis for performing and verifying 

fire safety in accordance with Section B.2.5. Analytical design consists of all the 

requirements that are not fulfilled by prescriptive design, or where analytical design is a 

requirement. When performing verification, particular care should be taken to consider 

the tunnel‟s fire protection from an overall perspective. 

 

B.10.1 Selection of scenarios  
Select scenarios against a background of what the purpose of the verification is. This can 

be done by selecting one or more „worst plausible scenario‟ (Scenario Group 1), in 

which all physical systems can be assumed to be working. In order to include the case of 

physical systems not working as intended, but still to provide a certain level of basic 

protection, scenarios should also be selected and analysed for the case of one safety 

system out of use (Scenario Group 2). This latter scenario group also includes the case 

of faults which, when they occur, generate secondary faults, which should therefore also 

be included in the analysis. 

 

Just where the fire occurs is a variable parameter, as is which physical systems are 

unavailable.  Scenario Groups 1 and 2 cover many scenarios, from which can be chosen 

design-determining scenarios that challenge the requirements that the design is intended 

to fulfil.  Some of the physical systems installed in the tunnel, and also the tunnel 

geometry, can affect the progress of a fire, the maximum heat release rate, the gas 

temperature and the spread of smoke in the tunnel.  

 

B.10.2 Verification of means for evacuation (see 

Section B.6)  
 

Introduction  

The performance-based requirement for means for evacuation from the tunnel is set out in 

Section B.6. 

 

The verification of means for evacuation from a fire should be based on a comparison 

between the time needed for evacuation and the time until critical conditions arise. The 

time for evacuation should include the time needed for becoming aware of the fire, 

preparation for evacuation and actual movement. The time for preparation should include 

the time for evaluating the situation as well as the time for preparing to evacuate from the 

tunnel. 

 

Critical conditions are defined as those in which evacuation is no longer possible, while 

critical levels are those that constitute tolerable exposure in each individual case.  

 

When selecting the conditions for the analyses, the expected behaviour of persons 

affected by the fire in the particular situation concerned should be included. This means 

that risk identification can be used in order to identify different evacuation scenarios. 

Risk identification should include cases when there is a probability that persons are in the 

tunnel downstream of the fire, or in other situations where smoke-filled surroundings 

could arise. 

 

Risk identification is assumed to include recognition that fires can occur in different 

places and in different possible traffic situations, although not necessarily at the same 

time, and that various ventilation conditions can occur. The traffic situations that should 
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be analysed ought to bear in mind the traffic situation outside the tunnel and future 

changes in the situation. In addition, the evacuation conditions should bear in mind that 

some of those escaping could be persons with reduced mobility or orientation capability, 

or be children. If evacuation necessitates passage through smoke, the effect of these 

gases, such as reduced visibility, higher temperatures and difficulty in breathing on 

persons‟ expected behaviour and walking speed should be considered. Evacuation aspects 

to exit from vehicles to the road should be included in the analysis. 

 

The effect of the fire conditions on the evacuation process should be included in the 

analysis. An example of this could be the effect on the process of a failed physical system 

in Scenario Group 2, or that the position of the fire or spread of smoke can result in 

different numbers of persons reaching the escape route. 

 

When analysing the means for evacuation, from road tunnels, the available time for 

evacuation should be longer than the evacuation time for all the persons in the scenarios 

under consideration. Situations when this condition cannot be fulfilled should be 

specifically identified and appropriate actions taken, if this can be done by reasonable 

means. It can be assumed that persons evacuate from the tunnel by their own means, 

without assistance from others apart from those who are already in the tunnel. 

 

The evacuation model  

Number of persons 

Verification of the means for evacuation from fire should be based on the maximum 

number of persons who can be expected to be in the tunnel. 

 

When assessing the evacuation time, allowance should be made for the fact that some of 

those escaping may have reduced mobility or some other handicap, or be children. In this 

respect, it is assumed that the times in the evacuation model allow for the relevant 

function and ability reductions. 

 

Notification time  

Persons can be expected to become aware of a fire when an fire alarm is set off or when 

information is given in some other way. In those cases where the tunnel lacks an fire 

alarm, the time needed to become aware of the fire can be measured from the time when 

the fire becomes visible for the person concerned, or when smoke become noticeable. 

 

Reaction time 

The reaction time should bear in mind the fact that persons may need support to initiate  

their evacuation. This can be the case for passengers in buses or coaches or special 

vehicles to carry persons with reduced mobility. The reaction time can be expected to be 

different for different persons in the tunnel, and be longer for those further from the fire, 

where the information available for making their own decisions is less clear. Social 

effects between persons should also be considered when deciding on the reaction time. 

The reaction time can be assumed to depend on the method by which persons in the 

tunnel are informed of the fire, e.g. through the use of fire alarm, voice messages etc. If 

the tunnel has no fire alarm, the time for becoming aware of the situation and preparing to 

evacuate can be combined to give a total delay time before the evacuation is initiated. 

 

Persons who, from the start, can see why traffic has stopped can be expected to have a 

shorter delay time than those further back who cannot see the reason. If the tunnel has a 

clear information system that describes what has happened and what persons in the tunnel 

are expected to do, the preparation time can be assumed to be 2.5 minutes (Norén & 

Winér, 2003). This length of time is such that the majority of persons (>90 %) will 

probably have started their evacuation. Guidance cannot at present be given for situations 

in tunnels in which there are no systems intended to initiate evacuation. 
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Movement time  

The movement time should be based on the relevant conditions at the site, e.g. whether 

visibility is poor or whether there are physical objects (such as vehicles or other persons) 

in the way. The walking speed for unimpeded walking can be assumed to be 1.5 m/s, 

while that for persons with reduced mobility or other disabilities, or children, can be 

assumed to be 0.7 m/s. However, there is no need to consider any slope of the tunnel in 

terms of its effect on walking speed. The number of persons passing through doors can be 

assumed to be 0.75 p/s per meter width of door (BBRAD, 2011). 

 

Fire scenarios  

The fire scenarios form the basis for exposure when performing evacuation analyses. 

Based on the results of risk identification, the fire scenarios can be postulated as acting at 

different places in the tunnel in order to analyse various situations that can arise. The 

analysis should include at least two scenario groups: 

 

Scenario Group 1 

Scenario Group 1 is characterised by a serious fire, with rapid the generation of smoke 

and high heat release rate, i.e. a plausible worst case. Installed physical fire protection 

systems can be assumed to be working as intended, and their effects can be credited to the 

assessment. If a ventilation system is installed, it should also be used for smoke control. 

 

The progress of the fire should be modelled on the basis of the following conditions and 

specifications: 

- Fire progress (rate of growth, maximum heat release rate and production of 

combustion products) as given in Table B.4. 

- Fixed fire-fighting systems can affect the progress of the fire as described in 

„Effect of fixed fire-fighting systems‟. 

 

Scenario Group 2 

Scenario Group 2 is characterised by a fire scenario that can be seen as presenting only a 

modest challenge to the tunnel‟s fire protection system, but which evolves at the same 

time as individual physical systems fail to work as intended. The physical systems that 

should in turn be regarded as unavailable in Fire Scenario Group 2 are the following: 

– Automatic fire and evacuation alarm.  

– Fixed fire-fighting system. 

– Smoke control. 

– Secondary consequences should be considered if the fault can incapacitate more 

systems, e.g. if the power supply or control signals fail. 

 

Fire progress 

Progress of the fire should be modelled on the following conditions and specifics: 

- Select fire growth parameters (rate of growth, maximum heat release rate and 

production of combustion products) as shown in Table B.4. 

 

- Fixed fire-fighting systems can affect the progress of the fire, as described in The 

effect of fixed fire-fighting systems below, unless the system is unavailable. 

 

- The growth of the heat release rate can be assumed to follow the relationship 

 

- HRR = α t
2
 

 

- Verification of means for evacuation (Section B.6) can be based on fire growth 

characteristics as given by Table B.4. 
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Table B.4  Selection of fire scenarios for evacuation analysis. 

Scenario 

group 

Description Fire growth Specified 

parameters 

1 A goods vehicle fire 

TA: 100 MW 

TB: 75 MW  

TC: 50 MW 

TA and TB: α = 0,19 

kW/s
2
. For tunnels with 

longitudinal air flow less 

than 1,5 m/s: α = 0,047 

kW/s
2
 

TC: α = 0,047 kW/s
2
 

 

 

YCO2=2.5 g/g, 

YCO=0.1 g/g, 

YSot=0.1 g/g,  

YHCN=0.01 g/g 

Hec=25 MJ/kg 

 
2 A car fire  

TA: 10 MW  

TB: 7,5 MW 

TC: 5 MW 

All tunnel classes: α = 

0,047 kW/s
2
 

 

The effect of fixed fire-fighting systems  

The effect of a conventional deluge fire-fighting system, using water as the extinguishant, 

is as follows: 

 

- For all fires, it can be assumed that the growth of heat release rate is constant 

after activating the system.  

 

A special assessment should be made for other types of fixed fire-fighting systems. 

 

The effect of ventilation  

The use of a ventilation system affects the rate of fire growth. The figures in Table B.4 

above represent a fire in a longitudinal ventilation environment of 2-3 m/s. The rate of 

fire growth can be reduced for lower ventilation speeds, and increased for higher speeds, 

as shown in Table B.5 below: 

 
Table B.5 The effect of ventilation air velocity on the rate of fire growth 

Ventilation velocity Change in fire growth rate for 

a goods vehicle fire 

0 -100% 

3 0% 

10 +100% 

 

Interpolation between table values is permissible. 

 

In the case of a car fire, the rate of fire growth is not significantly affected by changes in 

the ventilation air velocity. 

 

Acceptable exposure  

Criteria for determining the time available for evacuation can be based on the following 

values: 

 

 Thermal radiation: < 2,5 kW/m
2
. 

 Temperature: < 80 °C. 

 Toxic gases: 

o O2 > 15 vol%, 

o CO2 < 5 vol%, and  

o CO < 2000 ppm. 
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Make the measurements at a height of 2.0 m above the tunnel road surface. The values for 

toxic gases are based on exposure to not more than the above concentrations for not 

longer than one minute, and presume that evacuation in general is being carried out in an 

environment unaffected by smoke. Lower levels of exposure cannot be assumed to apply 

for a linearly increased time. 

 

The available time is based on the time until at least one of the criteria (thermal radiation, 

temperature or toxic gases) is exceeded. 

 

As an alternative to the above criteria, the tolerable exposure can also be expressed as a 

time-dependent exposure with the concentration and temperature of the smoke being 

calculated as a function of time. This means that a form of normalised cumulative dose 

can replace the temperature and toxic gas criteria as given above. Calculation of the 

fractional effective doses (FED) for unconsciousness can suitably be performed as 

described by Purser (2008) or as specified in ISO 13571 (2012). The fractional dose for 

toxic gases should consider at least the effects of CO, CO2, O2 and HCN. 

 Toxic gases: FED < 0.3 * FED for unconsciousness 

 

Together with the relevant analysis conditions, results in the form of identified evacuation 

scenarios and fire scenarios should be documented.  
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B.10.3 Verification of structural stability (see 

Section B.8) 
 

This section gives recommendations for design of the main tunnel system: see Sections 

B.8.1 and B.8.3 for how the performance-based requirements can be decided. 

 

Use the table below (Table B.5) to select scenarios for analytical design. 

 
Table B.5  Fire scenarios for analytical design of the load-carrying capacity of the main system structure . 

Scenario 

group 

Tunnel with low risk of collapse  Tunnel with high risk of 

collapse  

1 100 MW and 500 GJ goods 

vehicle fire, α = 0,19 kW/s
2
 

100 MW and 1000 GJ goods 

vehicle fire, α = 0,19 kW/s
2
 

2 10 MW and 20 GJ car fire, α = 

0,047 kW/s
2
 

100 MW and 500 GJ goods 

vehicle fire, α = 0,19 kW/s
2
 

 

A tunnel with a risk of collapse is defined in Section 0. The cooling phase of a fire 

declines linearly at 600 K/h. 

 

Specify the design conditions for load-carrying capacity as described in Sections B.8.1 

and B.8.3. Comply with the requirements of EuroCode 1 to the extent that it is applicable. 

 

Spalling prevention can be verified by testing or investigation. Investigation can be based 

on the contents of the Swedish Concrete Association‟s „Rapport 16 – Betong och brand – 

Rekommendationer för att förhindra spjälkning i anläggningskonstruktioner [Report 16 – 

Concrete and fire – Recommendations to Prevent Spalling in Plant Structures]‟, 

complemented by SP Report 2010:70 „Verifiering av brandmotstånd för betong och 

sprutbetong i tunnlar [Verification of Fire Resistance of Concrete and Sprayed Concrete 

in Tunnels]‟. Note that these reports are not valid for conditions involving temperature 

rises exceeding 50 K/minute. 

 

Roof temperatures (gas temperature) for a given tunnel geometry and longitudinal 

ventilation rate for use in the fire scenarios can be calculated using formulae developed 

by Li and Ingason (2012). 

 

Given the heat release rate, the rate of growth of the fire and the total energy, a heat 

release rate curve, Q(t), can be plotted. Start by calculating the dimensionless ventilation, 

V': 

      
  

         
     

 

where V is the longitudinal ventilation velocity, g is the coefficient of gravity, Q is the 

total heat release rate development,     is the radius of the fire source,    is the density of 

air at standard pressure and gas temperature,    is the specific heat of air, and    is the 

ambient gas temperature. The radius of the fire source can be approximated by the radius 

of a circle having the same area as the fire source.  

 

The highest temperature at the roof of the tunnel, ∆Tmax, can then be calculated from: 

 

      {
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      {
              
              

         

where  

         
    

   
   

 

and 

     
 

    
   

   
   

 

 

This gives a fire load in the form of a time/gas temperature curve on the basis of the 

scenario description in Table B.5. This is used to verify the load-bearing capacity of the 

main system, either by simulation or also by testing. 
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